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Introduction and Purpose 

Supporting Apprenticeship Completions – a Model of Service Provision is a research and development 
project funded by the Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities in Ontario. The lead organization 
for the project is the Mid North Network located in Sudbury. The project was funded for the period June 
1, 2012 to March 31, 2013. 

The purpose of the project is to identify and pilot delivery and referral models for helping apprentices1 
living in rural or remote locations in Northern Ontario to complete their Certificate of Qualification (C of 
Q), achieve their Red Seal designation, or complete a Grade 12 or equivalent credential. 

The Canadian Apprenticeship Forum describes two non-completion scenarios: (1) completers but not 
certified (individuals who finished workplace and technical training, but do not have a Certificate of 
Apprenticeship or Certificate of Qualification and (2) discontinuers (individuals who had been registered 
apprentices at some point in the past and had discontinued their apprenticeship programs). 

The apprentices in the Mid North project:  

 are challenging the Certificate of Qualification and need technical math skills and support to write a 
multiple-choice test and/or study material related to the standards covered by the Red Seal test 

 need to attain a high school diploma or equivalency in order to maintain their employment and 
apprenticeship status 
 

The project serves apprentices using the mechanisms of blended learning (online credential and/or 
learning module, face-to-face, computer training, tutoring/mentoring/coaching etc.). It builds upon the 
integrated Employment Ontario (EO) system of service provision which includes Apprenticeship, 
Employment Services, Literacy and Basic Skills, and Workforce Planning Boards. 

Additionally, the project proposes to work with MTCU’s apprenticeship offices to link with First Nations 
communities offering apprenticeship programs.  

The Advisory Committee2 was in place for its first meeting August 27, 2012. Members represented many 
of the important stakeholders linked to this project, including literacy network Executive Directors, 
Training Consultants, Literacy and Basic Skills (LBS) practitioners, Employment Service providers, 
Aboriginal Skills Employment and Training Agreement (ASETA) holders, Aboriginal Apprenticeship Board 
of Ontario, Workforce Training Boards, Labour Councils, employers and private sector practitioners. 
Their input, particularly in the early stages, was extremely helpful in guiding this very complex project. 

Context 

The economic environment in Northern Ontario is rapidly changing. A critical gap is developing between 
the supply of skilled workers and the demand for skilled workers. Jobs are being created through 
workforce retirement and industry growth, particularly in the construction, industrial and service trades. 
The value of the un-mined metals in 9 Northwestern Ontario mining projects, for example, is projected 
at $136 billion; employment growth in Ontario as a result of mining is projected at 23,588 new positions. 

                                                           
1
 A person who works in a trade, occupation or craft under an agreement or contract and is registered with the Apprenticeship 

Authority. The apprentice learns the knowledge, skills, tools and materials of the trade, occupation or craft through on-the-job 
training and technical instruction under the supervision of a certified journeyperson. (Source: Statistics Canada – Glossary of 
Terms for Apprenticeship Training and Certification) 
2
 See appendix 1 
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The highest occupational demand is in trades and production such as underground miners, millwrights, 
mineral processors, heavy equipment operators and electricians3.   

Work in the skilled trades provides good and well-paying jobs. Yet, literacy skills and/or educational gaps 
too often contribute to candidates not completing their apprenticeship qualifications.  

Cowan (2012) notes some barriers to workforce participation4: 

 Work in the trades increasingly requires Grade 12 and/or higher trades certification 

 Cultural differences 

 Separation from home and community to work at remote job sites 

 Managing personal/family budgets  
 

TCU apprenticeship Employment and Training Consultants (ETCs) observe that many apprentices do not 
complete their apprenticeships because they are unable to pass the Certificate of Qualification (C of Q) 
exam. In larger urban centres, unsuccessful C of Q challengers or apprentices who need a Grade 12 
credential have easier access to literacy/skills programs and services to help them prepare and to 
succeed. The same easy access, however, to literacy/skills programs and services is not always available 
in rural or remote areas of Northern Ontario. 

Supporting Apprenticeship Completions – a Model of Service Provision investigated how to better engage 
apprentices and those pursuing skills training programs to help them succeed in apprenticeship 
completion. EO service providers developed enhanced knowledge and awareness of supports and 
services that positively impact service provision and client outcomes. Project results have been shared 
with other apprenticeship support groups, stakeholders and affiliates including employers and union 
groups to support appropriate referrals and expanded access to services. Finally, EO clients with 
apprenticeship and skills training goals have access to programs and services that support greater 
satisfaction with programming and outcomes. 

  

                                                           
3
 Dadgostar, D., Garofalo, S., Gradojevic, N., Lento, C., & Peterson, K., (2012) 

4
 Cowan, L. (2012). Aboriginals Readied for Workforce. Retrieved October 28, 2012 from: 

http://www.republicofmining.com/2012/08/23/aboriginals-readied-for-workforce-by-liz-cowan-northern-ontario-business-
august-2012/   

http://www.republicofmining.com/2012/08/23/aboriginals-readied-for-workforce-by-liz-cowan-northern-ontario-business-august-2012/
http://www.republicofmining.com/2012/08/23/aboriginals-readied-for-workforce-by-liz-cowan-northern-ontario-business-august-2012/
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Chapter 1: Project Deliverables 

The Project deliverables addressed research, apprenticeship supports, literacy service planning and 
coordination, information and referral, assessment, integrated model of service delivery, and knowledge 
dissemination. They highlighted how the different services offered through Employment Ontario can be 
coordinated to result in more efficient and more effective outcomes for apprenticeship, as well as which 
supports are most needed by apprentices and which resources, supports or coordination efforts are still 
required.  

The project was guided by a simple question:  
 
How can LBS programs leverage the EO network to support apprentices who need to pass the C of Q or 
complete Grade 12 or its equivalent to improve their employability?  
 
This question opens secondary questions: 
 

 How do literacy service providers recruit apprentices in rural or remote Northern Ontario 
communities who need to complete the C of Q or Grade 12? 

 What models of service provision can literacy service providers deliver/align with the OALCF 
apprenticeship framework to improve apprenticeship completion in Northern Ontario?  

 What lessons can be learned from the pilots about improving apprenticeship completions in Northern 
Ontario, and how can those lessons be communicated to the field more broadly5 
 

Each deliverable is now described. A more detailed discussion of the project activities, including 

outcomes achieved, is presented in Chapter 2.  

Research 

Product 

 Developed the Consultation Report, Supporting Apprenticeship Completions: a Model of Service 
Provision 

 Posted the Consultation Report to the Northern Literacy Networks Website and to the National 
Adult Literacy Database (NALD) 
 

The research explored three priorities: 

1. Needs Assessment 
Employment Training Consultants identified the need to improve apprenticeship completions. But, what 
does it mean to say, ‘need to improve apprenticeship completions’? What are the reasons why 
apprentices failed to complete? What services are available to support them? What services are they 
using? How are they benefiting from those services?  
 
A survey was distributed to EO literacy and employment services in Northern Ontario to determine what 
EO services were available for apprentices, where those services existed, and to what extent apprentices 
made use of and benefited from the services. 
  

                                                           
5
 These questions were contributed by an Advisory Committee member. 
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2. Research existing LBS supports in the North 
Apprenticeship is one of the transition-oriented goal paths within the OALCF. LBS service providers 
recruit, assess and engage learners in skills upgrading. In order to assist apprentices, LBS service 
providers need credible tools, resources and plans to support the specific needs of apprentices (e.g. test 
taking, study skills, technical math skills). 
 
The research described LBS service providers’ capacity to support apprenticeship completion in 
Northern Ontario. 
 
3. Research current literature 
 
The research explored factors that contribute to non-completion of apprenticeship as well as best 
practices and models for delivering literacy and employment services for adult learners, particularly 
those in rural or remote communities. 
 
Apprenticeship Resource Guide 

Product 

 Developed a Guide to Apprenticeship Support Tools and Resources Available in Northern Ontario 

 Posted the Guide to the Northern Literacy Networks Website and to the National Adult Literacy 
Database (NALD) 

 Distributed hard copies of the Guide to all Northern Ontario LBS service providers 

 Distributed e-versions of the Guide to Ontario literacy networks and EO partners 
 

A Guide to Apprenticeship Support Tools and Resources Available in Northern Ontario was piloted with 
LBS organizations in each of the Northern Literacy Networks.  

Literacy Service Planning and Coordination Process 

Product 

 Implemented the Project at three (3) pilot sites6  
 

Literacy Networks engage in literacy service planning and coordination. The Project Coordinator 
consulted with the Northern Literacy Networks to choose EO service providers in each of the network 
areas to pilot a model of service provision, one of which would be focused on a First Nations community.  

Information and Referral 

Product 

 Developed a model of information and referral to promote apprenticeship completion7 

 Evaluated the effectiveness of information and referral model(s) piloted in this project8  
 

                                                           
6
 See discussion in this Final Report 

7
 See discussion in this Final Report 

8
 See discussion in this Final Report 
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The Project identified and/or developed information and referral processes to support apprenticeship 

completion within the EO network of service provision, including community partners not directly 

aligned with EO. 

Assessment  

Product 

 Described a model of assessment to identify barriers to apprenticeship completion9 

 Reported on current assessment tools, including the CSC Essential Skills for the Trades (ESOT)10  
 

The Project piloted an assessment process, including assessment tools, to accurately identify barriers to 
successful completion. Current assessment models and best practices for the apprenticeship goal path, 
such as EARAT, CAAT, TOWES or CAMERA, were reviewed. The Project also used and evaluated the 
College Sector Committee Essential Skills for Ontario Trades (ESOT) tool. 

Integrated Model of Service Delivery 

Products 

 Described principles of a service provision model to support apprenticeship completion11  

 Described blended service delivery model(s)   

 Developed representative apprenticeship case studies 

 Developed a Best Practices Report12 
 
The Project identified if delivering services differently through this model enabled LBS service 
practitioners to reach a group of people that service providers wouldn’t ordinarily encounter. It 
developed an integrated model of service provision for apprentices by developing, implementing and 
documenting blended service delivery models at three pilot sites. Each pilot sought to recruit 5-10 
apprentices. Reporting on the models included case studies. The findings/best practices from the pilots 
were compiled into a best practices summary that was shared with all EO partners and posted on the 
Northern Networks website. 

Knowledge Dissemination  

Products 

 Delivered LBS training event for Northern Ontario EO service providers 

 Delivered project presentation to Literacy Networks of Ontario  

 Developed Project products (Consultation Report, Supporting Apprenticeship Completions: a Model 
of Service Provision; A Guide to Apprenticeship Support Tools and Resources Available in Northern 
Ontario; Final Report; Best Practices Report) 

 Posted/Distributed products to Northern Literacy Network website, National Adult Literacy 
Database, LBS Provincial Support Organizations, and EO partners and other stakeholders in the 3 
Literacy Network areas 

                                                           
9
 See discussion in this Final Report 

10
 See discussion in this Final Report 

11
  See discussion in this Final Report 

12
 Appendix 20 
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Knowledge dissemination included training workshops delivered via Centra. It also included sharing 
project outcomes at provincial workshops for the Literacy Networks of Ontario and with other 
stakeholders. 

The pilots were monitored and evaluated and the results compiled into a Best Practices Report to be 
shared with EO partners and posted on the Northern Literacy Networks website. 
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Chapter 2: Project Activities 

The Executive Committee, comprised of the three Northern Ontario Literacy Network Executive 
Directors, had overall responSibilities for guiding the Project. The administrative lead was the Mid North 
Network in Sudbury. The Advisory Committee represented a broad range of stakeholders, including the 
Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities (TCU). The Project activities were led by a Project 
Coordinator who worked closely with the pilot site coordinators and pilot site staff. Project evaluation 
was completed by an external evaluator who also assisted the writer who developed the Guide to 
Apprenticeship Support Tools and Resources Available in Northern Ontario. 

The proposed timeline for the project was June 1, 2012 to March 31, 2013 (10 months), but that was 
reduced to 9 months13. The later start resulted in not fully realizing some deliverables. The Project 
Coordinator was in place by mid July 2012. The first Advisory Committee meeting occurred August 27, 
2012. Pilot site commitments and the pilot site Coordinators were not secured until December 
2012/January 2013. 

A project Charter was developed and approved (fall 2012)14. 

What follows is a detailed discussion of the project activities. It includes outcomes achieved. 

Research 

The research had three dimensions. 

First, a needs assessment was conducted with Northern Ontario EO service providers to determine the 
extent to which apprentices were accessing and benefiting from EO services.  

Nine (9) questions were developed using Survey Monkey15. The Survey was distributed to 138 service 
providers. Fifty (50) responses were received for a response rate of 36%. 

The data were entered into an Excel spreadsheet for analysis. The aggregated responses were examined 
by EO site and volume of client activity. The data and the comments received from the survey are 
presented for discussion in the Consultation Report, Supporting Apprenticeship Completions: a Model of 
Service Provision.16 The Project Coordinator followed up with questions from service providers or 
requests to participate in the project. 

Second, research explored the literature related to apprenticeship, apprenticeship completions, access 
to apprenticeship in rural or remote communities, capacity of EO service providers to support 
apprentices, and assessment and delivery best practices/models to support apprenticeship completions.  

Finally, a third element of the research undertook consultations with organizations and practitioners in 
the field. Forty-two (42) personal or telephone interviews were conducted.  

The research process took on an iterative quality: consultations with practitioners often pointed to 
helpful literature; findings in the literature often informed discussions with practitioners. 
 

                                                           
13

 Project activities only commenced after TCU approval and funding was received. 
14

 See  appendix 2 
15

 See appendix 3 
16

 This  report is available at the Northern Literacy Network website http://www.northernliteracy.ca/index.php/resource-
library/category/75-supporting-apprenticeship-completions 

http://www.northernliteracy.ca/index.php/resource-library/category/75-supporting-apprenticeship-completions
http://www.northernliteracy.ca/index.php/resource-library/category/75-supporting-apprenticeship-completions
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The presentation of the research findings and consultations was organized along three dimensions: 
 
1. information and referral 
2. assessment 
3. program and service delivery 
 
Outcomes Achieved 

The goal in the project proposal was to have forty (40) surveys conducted and compiled, representing all 
stakeholders and that emerging needs identified in the report would be validated through the needs 
assessment or other areas identified. Fifty (50) agencies responded for a healthy response rate of 36%, 
exceeding the project target. 
 
The research for this project is presented in the Consultation Report, Supporting Apprenticeship 
Completions: a Model of Service Provision. The Report is available on the Northern Literacy Networks 
website and from the National Adult Literacy Database (NALD). 

The Consultation Report helped to inform many of the Project deliverables, including pilot models.  

Apprenticeship Resource Guide 

One of the original goals of the Mid North project Model, Supporting Apprenticeship Completions – 
Models of Service Provision, was to “align” the original apprenticeship resource called Apprenticeship 
Support Services17 to the Curriculum Framework component of the Ontario Adult Literacy Curriculum 
Framework (OALCF). In order to align existing resources with Curriculum Framework, activities within 
existing resources must be recast as tasks – tasks have purpose – and each task contained in a resource 
must be reviewed to see which competencies are reflected in it and at what level(s). Given that 
Apprenticeship Support Services had more than 70 entries, and many of those resources were developed 
and are the property of other organizations, it was not possible to align even one of them within the 
human and financial budgets of this project.  

Upon discussion with the Mid North Network, the decision was made to look at the Apprenticeship 
Support Services document and to update it based on new resources that have been developed or 
discovered and then to consider the resource list in light of usability – how LBS practitioners, for the 
most part, and other stakeholders as a secondary audience might best understand how to access and 
use the resources within the context of community information and referral related to apprenticeship. 
Therefore, the resources in this guide have been aligned with four of the service delivery functions 
supported by LBS: Information and Referral, Assessment, Training Plan Development, and Training. 

A working version of A Guide to Apprenticeship Support Tools and Resources Available in Northern 
Ontario was completed by January 2013. It was reviewed by the project team and the pilot site staff, 
piloted in the field, and posted to the Northern Literacy Networks website and the National Adult 
Literacy Database (NALD)18.  

  

                                                           
17

 This was developed by Literacy Northwest in a 2011 – 2012 TCU project. 
18

 This  report is available at the Northern Literacy Network website http://www.northernliteracy.ca/index.php/resource-
library/category/75-supporting-apprenticeship-completions 

http://www.northernliteracy.ca/index.php/resource-library/category/75-supporting-apprenticeship-completions
http://www.northernliteracy.ca/index.php/resource-library/category/75-supporting-apprenticeship-completions
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Outcomes Achieved 
 
Practitioners who were able to review the document rated it favourably. “The tool really helped guide 
us when researching tools for learners. Researching and resourcing takes a great amount of time and 
effort, especially for small community-based programs. This guide provided us with tools and resources 
that are relevant, useful and appropriate”.  

Others had less time and spent most of their available time identifying potential clients and establishing 
programs and services to support learners’ efforts to complete apprenticeship. As a result, some 
practitioners didn’t have time to review the Guide thoroughly19.  

The Guide was presented to LBS practitioners at a March 25 training event. Hard copies of the report 
were sent to all Northern Ontario literacy practitioners prior to the training. Practitioners indicated that 
the Guide met their expectations. They also appreciated having such a tool.   

Pilots 

Primary research was conducted to describe the extent to which Employment Ontario and other service 
providers supported apprenticeship completions in Northern Ontario. Findings pointed to a strong 
rural/urban divide. Most apprentices who seek assistance from EO service providers are located in 
urban settings. Rural communities, with some exceptions, don’t see a lot of apprentices. A rationale, 
therefore, for piloting programs and services to support apprenticeship completions in rural 
communities was established. 
 
The Survey collected contact information and follow-up requests from EO service providers. Follow-up 
contact with service providers, suggestions from the Advisory Committee, and recommendations from 
the Executive Committee guided planning and implementation of Project pilots.  

Three pilots were established. 

There was clear interest from several LBS service providers in Northwestern Ontario who were already 
working with apprentices. The pilots provided them with an opportunity to build more capacity to 
engage apprentices and support apprenticeship completions. Initially, four or five LBS service providers 
expressed interest in participating. Two (Dryden and Atikokan) agreed to commit their time, energy and 
resources to the pilot. 

There was very robust apprenticeship activity going on in far Northeastern Ontario, specifically in 
Moosonee and Moose Factory. Sibi Employment and Training (Sibi) had well-established services in 
place to prepare its Aboriginal workforce for employment with Ontario Power Generation (OPG) which 
was developing power generation capacity on the lower Mattagami. Sibi had established partnerships 
with Northern College to provide ACE-LBS upgrading and with Kiewit-Alarie, a Partnership (KAP) who 
supplied the skilled workforce at the site. There was an opportunity to engage Northern College as a 
literacy partner and build on the strong work that Sibi was already doing. The pilot identified 
apprentices from the Sibi pool of clients who needed to complete Grade 12 or pass the certificate of 
qualification. 

Follow-up discussions with LBS agencies in the Mid North region did not result in any clear indication of 
sufficient apprenticeship activity to warrant an agency-based pilot. However, we knew from the needs 

                                                           
19

 The reduced timelines for the Project (9 months) meant that piloting activities started later than planned (January 2013). 
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assessment data that apprentices had engaged in EO services, and we heard enough anecdotal 
information from literacy and employment service providers and from the Advisory Committee to know 
that apprentices were living and working in the Mid North region. If we could contact them and ask 
them about their experience with apprenticeship, literacy and employment services, we could collect 
valuable information about the effectiveness and value of the services in supporting apprenticeship 
completions.  

In total, the pilots worked with twenty-six (26) apprentices. Tables 1- 4 show the activity at each site. 
Each table presents the information in a slightly different way because the reporting was received 
differently from each site. 

Case studies were prepared for many of the participants and are appended to this Report. 

Some broad themes start to emerge: 

1. This is an older population. The average age is 38.0 years. 
2. An older population suggests the participants had been away from school for 10 years or more. 
3. All trades sectors are represented. The construction trades have the highest representation. 
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Table 1 
Literacy Northwest: Collaborative Pilot to Recruit and Prepare Apprentices in Rural North Western Ontario (Atikokan) 

 

Age Trade/Program 
Years Out 
Of School 

Referral Method Assessment Tools 
Highest Level of 

Education 
Completed 

Current Situation 

38 Plumber 9 years 
Outreach presentation 

resulted in agency referral 
HRSDC Trades 

Assessment 
Grade 11 

Working full-time – needs to complete  
contract work – will resume upgrading 

end of April – First Nation 
 

45 Carpenter >25 years 
Outreach presentation 

resulted in agency referral 
Self-Assessment for the 

Trades 
Grade 9 

Working full-time – needs to complete  
contract work – will resume upgrading 

end of April – First Nation 
 

49 
Millwright – 

Industrial 
Mechanic

20
 

>25 years 
Apprenticeship Office (EO 

ETC) 
Word-of-mouth 

Self-Assessment for the 
Trades – Trade Entrance 

Exam and Guide (Alberta) 
 

Grade 11 

In progress. Expected to complete in 6 
to 8 months. 

41 Welder >25 years Agency referral 
Assessment for the 

Trades, Trade Entrance 
Exam – Guide (Alberta) 

Grade 10 

Moved closer to family 
Enrolled in upgrading there and wants 

to enrol in welding program – First 
Nation 

 

54 
Heavy equipment 

mechanic 
>25 years 

Newspaper advertisement 
resulted in self-referral 

Essential Skills Workbook 
for the Trades, Math for 

the Trades 
Grade 13 

Working full-time away from home 
Has upgrading resources that he is 

currently working on 
Checks in with us when he is on days 

off 
Expects to write Red Seal within 6 

months 
 

  

                                                           
20

 See case study appendix 4 
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Table 2  
Literacy Northwest: Collaborative Pilot to Recruit and Prepare Apprentices in Rural North Western Ontario (Dryden) 

 

Age Trade/Program 
Years Out 
Of School 

Referral Method Assessment Tools 
Highest Level 
of Education 
Completed 

Current Situation 

61 
Industrial 

Millwright
21

 
>25 years Word-of-mouth 

OL ES Self-Assessment, Trade 
Entrance Exam Guide (Alberta) 

 
Grade 12 

Obtained employment 
Left the program 

37 

Breaking 
Alignment 
Specialist

22
 

 

>10 
Local Apprenticeship 

Office (EO ETC) 
OL ES Self-Assessment, CABS Grade 12 

Wrote Red Seal on March 13 
Waiting for results 

54 Carpenter
23

 >15 

Local Apprenticeship 
Office (EO ETC 
Thunder Bay) 

 

Self-Assessment for the Trades 
(OLES), Trade Entrance Exam and 

Guide (Alberta) 
 

Grade 12 Continuing in program 

26 
Truck and Coach 

Mechanic
24

 
2 years 

Originally, local 
Apprenticeship Office 
(EO ETCs) – recruited 

through follow-up and 
encouraged to come 
back to the program 

 

OALCF Self-Assessment for 
Apprenticeship Goal Path, 

Essential Skills Self-Assessment for 
the Trades, Trade Entrance Exam 
Guide (Alberta) Essential Skills for 

Trades Website 
 

Grade 12 
Continuing in program 

Planning to write an early summer 

20 
Heavy Equipment 

Operator
25

 
1 year Word-of-mouth 

Essential Skills Workbook for the 
Trades 

 
Grade 12 

Passed entrance exam 
Registered for training 

51 
Small 

Motor/Marine 
8.5 years 

Formal referral from 
local ES 

Entry-Level Apprenticeship 
Aptitude Sample Test (BC Trades) 

 
Grade 12 Continuing in program 

  

                                                           
21

 See case study appendix 5 
22

 See case study appendix 6 
23

 See case study appendix 7 
24

 See case study appendix 8 
25

 See case study appendix 9 
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Table 3  
Literacy Network Northeast: Preparing an Aboriginal Workforce at the Lower Mattagami Hydroelectric Project for Apprenticeship Completion 

 

Age Trade/Program 
Years Out 
Of School 

Referral Method Assessment Tools 
Highest Level of 

Education 
Completed 

Current Situation 

37 Parts person
26

  

Employment Readiness (Sibi), Training to Employment 
Warehousing Program (Sibi/KAP) 

Employed May 2011 
Referred by Sibi to the Centre d’Education Alternative 

in Kapuskasing 
 

Requires three credits for Grade 12 
Employed and continues with both high school completion 

and apprenticeship trade school curriculum 

25 Carpenter
27

  

Completed interview and interest testing for 
Carpenter’s union 

Carpentry form work training June 2011 
Employed September 2011 with KAP 

Required Grade 12 math 
Completed Grade 12 math with Ontario Northeast School 

Board OSSD 
Continues with carpentry apprenticeship hours 

 

52 Carpenter
28

  

Registered with Sibi to prepare for certificate of 
qualification 

 
 

January 2013 travel to Timmins to write challenge exam – 
unsuccessful 

Continues to prepare. Request to ETCs to travel to Moose 
factory to deliver the challenge exam locally 

 

45 Cook
29

  
Registered with Sibi 2010 

Registered as an apprentice December 2011 

Employed and working with chefs to ensure he’s prepared 
to write the exam 

 

26 
Heavy equipment 

mechanic
30

 
 Registered with Sibi for employment with KAP 

Completed competencies to challenge exam 
Pilot project doing practice exams to prepare 

Feels ready to challenge 
Resides in Fort Albany. Unable to coordinate challenge 

exam with MTCU. May relocate to Timmins 
 

                                                           
26

 See case study appendix 10 
27

 See case study appendix 11 
28

 See case study appendix 12 
29

 See case study appendix 13 
30

 See case study appendix 145 
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Table 4 
Mid-North Network: Re-engaging Apprentices through Intensive Follow-up and the Identification of Systemic Barriers to Apprenticeship Completion 

 

Age Secondary Complete Postsecondary Program Current Situation 

16 – 20 Sudbury No Cambrian College 
Dual program, Culinary 

Upgrading 
 

Not complete 
 

31 – 35 Nova Scotia
31

 Yes Cambrian College 
Heavy Equipment 

technician 
 

Completed 

36 – 40 Chelmsford Yes Collège Boréal 
Pre-Apprenticeship 

Carpentry 
 

Not complete 

31 – 35 Sudbury Yes Collège Boréal 
Pre-Apprenticeship 

Carpentry 
 

Not complete 

26 – 30 North Bay Yes Canadore College 
Electrical 

Business Accounting 
 

Yes, but couldn’t find work after program 
Not complete 

21 – 25 North Bay Yes Collège Boréal 
Carpentry 

 
Complete 

>41 Thunder Bay Grade 10 
New Way 

Hairdressing School 
 

Hairdressing Complete 

31 – 35 Sault Ste. Marie Yes Sault Ste. Marie 
Hairdressing 

 
Complete 

36 – 40 Sudbury Yes Collège Boréal 
Carpentry 
Millwright 

 

Complete 
Not complete 

36 – 40 Capreol Yes Collège Boréal 
Pre-Apprenticeship 

Carpentry 
 

Not complete 

 

                                                           
31

 See case study appendix 15 
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1. Literacy North West: Collaborative Pilot to Recruit and Prepare Apprentices in Rural North 
Western Ontario 

Thunder Bay’s economic future is changing significantly. It no longer relies on the forests or pulp and 
paper industries. Pulp mills close, and open, and sometimes reframe their product line. This impacts 
communities in many ways. Skilled workers lose jobs and incomes, often moving elsewhere to find work. 
As plants open or redefine their business, workers are faced with developing new skills or overcoming 
barriers to employment (i.e., credentials, Grade 12). Shortly before the pilot started in the Northwest, 
the pulp mill in Fort Francis closed. At the same time, construction of a biomass plant started in the 
Atikokan area and a former pulp and paper mill was reopened in Terrace Bay. These changes have a 
huge impact on the workforce. More significantly, at least 10 new mining developments are well 
underway which will generate significant employment and economic activity for Thunder Bay and the 
Thunder Bay region.  

Construction trades are most in demand, but industrial and service trades are also needed. Many skilled 
workers displaced by industry closings leave the area to find work (e.g., Fort McMurray). Many of these 
workers would return to their rural and remote communities provided there was opportunity to 
reengage in the new economy developing in Northwestern Ontario. The town of Atikokan, for example, 
needs to undergo rapid infrastructure growth (i.e., building new houses) to support a burgeoning 
population needed to support local mining activity. 

Literacy Northwest Network provides literacy service planning and coordination for programs from 
Manitouwadge to Kenora, and from Thunder Bay to Red Lake. It’s a huge area that sits adjacent to much 
of the promising new economic development. Some sites are seeing modest activity related to 
apprenticeship completion, but there is potential to reach out to the surrounding geographic area to 
engage more apprentices. There is already some indication that potential apprentices are known to the 
service providers. The literacy service providers have strong community partnerships. They know their 
communities. They know the region surrounding their communities. 

The area is also served by Seven Generations Educational Institute (SGEI), an Aboriginal employment 
agency (Shooniya Wa-Biitong), satellite campuses of Confederation College, Contact North sites, TCU 
apprenticeship offices, employment service providers, and others. These organizations provide 
additional resources as necessary. 

Originally, the pilot project planned to involve up to four (4) service providers that would coordinate 
services for apprenticeship completion across the geographic area. No one service provider had all the 
capacity to support apprenticeship completion, but taken as a whole, their complementary skills, 
experience and commitment would serve the Region well.  

Planning and consultation with the Literacy Network resulted in a collaborative pilot between two 
service providers, Dryden Literacy Association (Dryden) and the Adult Learning Center (Atikokan).  

This pilot involved identifying a repertoire of supports and services across the region to support 
apprentices who register with any one site. Each apprentice presented with unique learning and delivery 
needs. Delivering on those unique learning needs meant developing models of service provision to 
include information and referral, assessment, and apprenticeship-specific programs and services, 
including blended delivery. 
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Pilot activities commenced in December 2012 and continued to March 31, 2013. Many of the 
apprentices who started in this pilot continue to be engaged with the service provider. 

Pilot site activities included: 

a. Building awareness and recruiting apprentices  

 Presentation to Employment Ontario Employment Service provider – Northwest Employment Works 

– 4 Employment Advisors(Dryden) 

 Discussion with local ETC about the project  

 Information session to Employment Ontario - Employment Service provider and MTCU 

Consultant(Atikokan) 

 Two presentations to Dryden Inter-Agency Group (approx. 15 various providers) 

 Interagency Luncheon - Information Sharing (25 agency reps)(Atikokan) 

 Presentation to Dryden Literacy Board of Directors (7 members) 

 Development & distribution of regional brochure throughout community and to outlying First Nation 

communities 

 Discussion with Employment Advisor from local Metis Nation 

 Discussion with Ontario Works Regional Life Skills Trainer 

 Presentation to ALI Board  (9 members) 

 Presentation to Seine River First Nations (30 participants in attendance)  

 Local newspaper advertisements and articles to recruit apprentices and tutors 

 

b. Researching resources, assessment tools and activities 

 Review numerous resource sites, assessment materials  

 Built a library of useful, pertinent material for the various trades resources 

 Built agency capacity by supplementing apprenticeship goal path materials and resources – build 

practitioner expertise to serve this goal path 

 Practitioner used new resources with the learners  

 Developed a learning plan to serve this goal path for each individual  

 Practitioner helped the tutor understand the learning plan for the learner 

 

c. Communications with the partner pilot site, local ETCs, regional partners and advisory committees 

 Regular communication, sharing and meeting with various partners and community agencies 

 Face to face meeting with other pilot 

 Networking opportunities and discussion at February PD in Thunder Bay 
 
Outcomes Achieved 
The target was 5 – 10 individuals. The pilot recruited 11 participants (clients) and received feedback 

from two practitioners. 

 
Feedback from the pilot indicated the length of the pilot was too short. By the time most participants 
were recruited and assessed, there really wasn’t a lot of time to evaluate tools and resources. Blended 
learning models became difficult because of timelines, especially with learners who live out of town.  
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Respondents did indicate the pilot was very worthwhile and much needed to identify gaps in the 
apprenticeship goal path. The people that have come forward have been highly engaged – all of them 
now have hope that they will attain their apprenticeship credentials. They believe this work will be of 
great benefit to the literacy community in serving this goal path. They still need more activities to “pull’ 
from, but this project is a great start to building capacity for agencies, providing a method and examples 
of service coordination and information and referral. 
 
The following outcomes were noted: 

 Increased practitioner knowledge and awareness of the apprenticeship goal path (evidence – Case 
Studies, learner plans) 

 Increased agency capacity to serve those with an apprenticeship goal path (evidence – increased 
resources/network)  

 Increased community awareness of LBS services and goal paths (evidence – increase in word of 
mouth referrals for this goal path) 

 More formalized information and referral process between EO Employment Service Provider and 
local non-profit organization (evidence – use of formal referral form) 

 Increase in service coordination as a result of building awareness (evidence – learner plans, 
practitioner’s notes) 

 One learner has successfully passed his trade entrance exam and moved to next steps 

 One learner has written and is waiting for exam results 

 One learner obtained employment and although he left the program prior to writing his exam, 
employment was always his first priority 

 
2. Mid North Network for Adult Learning: Re-engaging Apprentices through Intensive Follow-up and 

the Identification of Systemic Barriers to Apprenticeship Completion 
 

At an earlier phase of this project, the idea of having a pilot that focused on centralized information and 
referral was discussed (having a 1-800 line and a series of marketing strategies, such as radio and social 
media, to re-engage past apprentices). That piloting strategy would have involved an investment in 
marketing and promotion – an investment that would be difficult given the financial constraints that 
many literacy and employment service programs work under and difficult to replicate in the future 
without additional (and unlikely) support dollars. In addition, the timeline for this pilot needed to be 
scaled back. It only had about 15 weeks to be conducted, several weeks of which would be lost due to 
the holidays in December32. 

The pilot proposed to maximize one of EO’s services (Follow-Up) to reach out to apprentices and would-
be apprentices who have recently left the EO system. The goal of the pilot was to work with a minimum 
of two community agencies in the Mid North networking area – preferably one that offers literacy 
services and one that offers employment services – to identify clients who were or indicated they 
wanted to be on the apprenticeship pathway, but who have left the EO system.  

Apprenticeship activity at community agencies was identified in the needs assessment survey. Agencies 
that seemed to be actively working with apprentices and/or expressed an interest in participating in the 
pilot were contacted. Those that agreed to participate were asked to go back through their client 
records to identify clients who recently left the program but who had apprenticeship as a goal.  

                                                           
32

 the Pilot Site Coordinator was not able to start recruiting and interviewing participants until January 2013  
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EO service providers were asked to contact at least 10 past clients of EO who were interested in 
apprenticeship. They were asked to attempt contact with these clients 3 times in order to re-establish 
contact. If they were able to re-establish contact, a set of questions was provided to agency staff to ask 
of the past clients to identity client reasons for leaving and to explore individual and community 
supports that would assist those clients in returning to the apprenticeship pathway. 

Agencies were asked to record past client responses. If possible, they were to encourage apprentices to 
return to the EO system in order to complete his/her apprenticeship. The Guide to Apprenticeship 
Support Tools and Resources Available in Northern Ontario was available to assist agencies with access 
to information and supports related to apprenticeship. 

A Pilot Site Coordinator was hired in December 2013 to facilitate this process. Her role was critical to 
implementing the pilot as planned; she needed to intervene more actively with the EO service providers 
to recruit apprentices to interview, to conduct the interviews, and to follow-up with the service 
providers. She also worked closely with the Project Coordinator and Evaluator to develop and 
administer an evaluative tool – a set of questions to ask past clients and service providers. 

Six (6) service providers agreed to participate: Project Read (Sault Ste. Marie), Wikwemikong 
Development Corporation (Manitoulin Island), Cambrian College (Sudbury), Collège Boréal (Sudbury), 
YMCA Employment Services (Sudbury), and Gezhtoojig Employment and Training (Sudbury). Surveys 
were distributed. Responses were received from four of the six organizations. The areas that were 
canvased were the District of Sudbury, North Shore/Manitoulin and Sault Ste. Marie. The method used 
to collect the data was through personal interviews using a qualitative survey. Face-to-face interviews 
were the preferred method of conducting the interviews. The categories contained in the survey were 
Client Profile, Professional Background, Apprenticeship and Literacy.  

Initial contact with potential interviewees was made by the service providers. This proved to be 
challenging. In many cases, the contact information on file was no longer valid. Clients tended to be a 
transient population. 

Interviews were scheduled over a one-month period. Twenty-three (23) individuals were identified by 
the organizations. The individuals were in various stages of the apprenticeship pathway. 
Nine in-person interviews were conducted and one telephone interview.  The interviews took an 
average of 45 to 60 minutes to conduct and they took place at a time and location that was convenient 
for the interviewee. 
  
Outcomes Achieved 

 

The target was 5 – 10 individuals who had used EO services in efforts to achieve their goal of 

apprenticeship. The pilot achieved 9 in-person interviews and one telephone interview (total of 10) and 

4 surveys from practitioners. 

 
3. Literacy Network Northeast: Preparing an Aboriginal Workforce at the Lower Mattagami 

Hydroelectric Project for Apprenticeship Completion 
 

Ontario Power Generation (OPG), through its prime contractor, Kiewit-Alarie, a Partnership (KAP), is 
adding capacity to its existing hydroelectric facilities in Northeastern Ontario on the lower Mattagami 
River system. KAP is a partnership between two of the largest construction firms operating in Canada: 
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Peter Kiewit & Sons Co. (‘Kiewit’), a North American company with offices in Milton, Ontario, and Leo 
Alarie and Sons Construction Ltd. of Timmins, a subsidiary of the Aecon Infrastructure Group (‘Aecon’).  

Based on environmental assessment requirements, a partnership agreement with Moose Cree First 
Nation, and community agreements with Taykwa Tagamou and Métis Nation of Ontario, OPG 
committed to maximizing opportunities for Aboriginal people in the lower Moose River basin in all 
categories of employment, through its contractor, on the Lower Mattagami project.  The Sibi 
Employment & Training Initiative was developed as the single point of contact for development and 
referral of Aboriginal workers for this project.  

KAP has an on-site workforce of approximately 800 -1,000 people, many of whom are provided through 
the Northeastern and Northwestern Ontario Building Trades Councils. 

Sibi Employment and Training (SIBI) , located in Moose Factory, provides training-to-employment 
services to community members of the Moose Cree First Nation, MoCreebec, Taykwa Tagamou Nation 
and Métis persons in the lower Moose River basin. It has a database of over 1400 Aboriginal people 
from the area. 

To assist clients in achieving academic requirements when on an apprenticeship goal path, Sibi works 
actively to refer clients to local organizations designated to deliver the diploma or equivalency diploma 
in the community where the client resides.  Sibi has worked with Northern College since November 2009 
to purchase programming (e.g., ACE) to ensure Sibi clients residing in Moose Factory have access to 
literacy programming. The project has also refocused services on working with registered clients who 
have the experience to challenge a certificate of qualification exam. 

The majority of Sibi Employment and Training clients reside in Moose Factory and do not have access to 
a literacy and basic skills service provider33. Other clients who reside in Moosonee, Timmins, 
Kapuskasing, Cochrane, Sudbury, and North Bay are referred to LBS providers through the College 
Sector, Community Literacy Organizations or the School Board sector.  Sibi clients who reside on the 
James Bay Coast are also a challenge to assist in achieving their apprenticeship completion goals but 
were reached out to during this pilot.  

The pilot is a partnership between SIBI which identified and recruited Aboriginal apprentices for the 
pilot and Northern College which is the LBS service provider. It worked with two groups of Sibi clients: 
those individuals who are working on an apprenticeship goal path but lack an academic requirement for 
union recognition and those experienced tradespeople who are eligible to challenge their certificate of 
qualification exam but lack the academic ability or other supports to prepare and challenge the exam.  

A third partner was considered. The Moosonee Native Friendship Center is an LBS service provider that 
serves lower-skilled adult learners. The agency was consulted early in the project, but no follow-up 
expression of interest was received.  

                                                           
33

 The Indian Friendship Center is an Aboriginal LBS service provider in Moosonee, but it doesn't provide outreach services. The 
Friendship Centers mandate is serving urban Aboriginal populations.  
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Under the agreement between the First Nations and the employer, apprentices are working on the OPG 
site while they prepare to write the Certificate of Qualification or complete their Grade 12. Initial 
indications suggested there were as many as 14 participants. The pilot reported on five (5)34. 

The Project Coordinator contacted Sibi and Northern College early in fall 2012 to explore their interest in 
participating.  A full commitment to the project was made in December 2012 and a Pilot Site 
Coordinator was hired in January 2013. 

During the period of January 2013 to March 2013, the Project Coordinator worked with the Pilot Site 
Coordinator and the managers at Sibi and Northern College. Information about the project was shared, 
particularly findings emerging from the Consultation Report. The Guide to Apprenticeship Support Tools 
and Resources Available in Northern Ontario was also shared. The pilot site staff were encouraged to 
explore the resources and provide feedback. They were also encouraged to supplement their training 
resources with apprenticeship-specific tools and resources identified in this project. 

Practically, Sibi continued to work with its many clients to prepare them for employment. The Pilot Site 
Coordinator also investigated additional recruitment opportunities, including workers at the DeBeers 
Victor Diamond Mine located 90 km west of Attawapiskat and on traditional First Nations land. 
According to DeBeers, the mine employs approximately 180 Aboriginal workers or 40% of the 
workforce. 

Pilot site activities included: 

1. Building local program delivery awareness and partnerships to support referrals 

 Northern College: presentation at Community Services Partnership Meeting - 4 Attendees 

 Northern College: Development & distribution of regional pamphlet.  (Sibi already includes essential 
skills and certificate of qualification preparation in its marketing materials. 

 Sibi’s Union path-to-apprenticeship flowcharts were revised to include references to accessible 
curriculum 

 Sibi staff contacted carpenter and cook participants from Sibi portfolio development course from 
2010 who identified challenge exams as goal, as well as others identified as eligible to challenge 
through union testing/interviewing since 2010.  

 1 Heavy Equipment Mechanic identified as eligible to challenge exam 

 1 Carpenter challenged exam and was unsuccessful. 

 Identifying workers employed at Sodexo who are eligible for apprenticeship but do not have their 
Grade 12 
 

2. Research resources, assessment tools and activities 

 The partners reviewed numerous resource sites, and assessment materials 

 Built agency capacity (Northern College & Sibi) by supplementing apprenticeship goal path materials 
and resources  
 

3. Communications 

 Ongoing communication and sharing amongst various partners and community organizations 

                                                           
34

 We received 5 case study reports for this pilot. There were indications that 14 apprentices were recruited, but we didn't 
receive complete documentation to be able to include them in the final report. The Pilot Site Coordinator’s capacity to do 
follow-up was limited by unexpected health issues. 
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 Presented resources at Aboriginal Apprenticeship Board of Ontario Thunder Bay as part of Sibi 
training to employment best practices, integrating essential skills into all programming 

 Sibi continues to share resources with union partners, First Nation partners, Moose Cree First Nation 
Training to Employment Team and interdepartmental committee, and Industry partners OPG and 
KAP 
 

Outcomes Achieved 
 
The target was 5 – 10 individuals. The pilot recruited as many as 14 and documented 5 case studies. 

 

The pilot noted the following outcomes:  

 Increased practitioner knowledge and awareness of the apprenticeship goal path (Northern College 
LBS instructor) 

 Increased agency capacity to serve those with an apprenticeship goal path (Northern College) 

 Increase in resources available to practitioners and employment counsellors 

 Sibi redevelopment of the union apprenticeship flowchart paths through apprenticeship integrating 
the new online learning resources  

 Employment coordinators internal to Moose Cree First Nation  have increased capacity to integrate 
essential skills assessments and support as part of our individualized learning plans 

 There were no follow-ups by the service agencies to which the clients were referred by Sibi and/or 
required services were not available within their remote community. The Supporting Apprenticeship 
Completions project proved to be a valuable first step to help address this gap. 

 
Knowledge Dissemination 

The research conducted for this Project informed how we proceeded and what we delivered. It was also 
shared with the field.  

The Project completed the following outcomes: 
 

 
  

Consultation  Report 
 posted to Northern Literacy Network Website and NALD 

 distributed to Project Advisory Committee, Literacy Networks 
Ontario, and to others upon request  

Guide to Apprenticeship Tools and 
Resources 

 posted to Northern Literacy Network Website and NALD 

 hardcopies to LBS service providers in Northern Ontario  

 distributed to Project Advisory Committee, Literacy Networks 
Ontario, and to others upon request 

Presentations 

 Literacy Networks of Ontario meeting (May 4, 2013) 

 Northern EO Service Providers (Centra, May 25, 2013) 

 Essential Skills Ontario (webinar April 11, 2013) 

 Regional Workforce Planning Boards (Dryden, May 30, 2013; 
Sudbury, June 6, 2013; Sault Ste. Marie, June 11, 2013) 
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Outcomes Achieved 
 
The Research Report and the Guide to Apprenticeship Tools and Resources were posted to websites and 
hard copies distributed as appropriate. 

One of the expected products from this project was to have a Literacy and Basic Skills Training Event. 
Twenty-three (23) practitioners attended the training event May 25, 2013 – a webinar hosted on the 
Centra platform. There are approximately 70 LBS programs across the three network areas, so the goal 
of 70% of LBS programs being represented at the training event was not met. However, the webinar was 
recorded, giving those practitioners who were not able to attend the live version of the webinar on 
March 25th the opportunity to listen to it in the future.  

Of those who did attend the event, evaluation feedback (received from 10 of the 23 participants) shows 
a very high level of satisfaction with 100% of respondents saying they plan to apply information learned 
during the webinar to the LBS program they work for. 
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Chapter 3: Key Findings from Research 
 
Chapter 3 introduces highlights from the research. Readers are referred to the full Consultation Report 

for more detailed discussion35.  

I. The supply of skilled labour is not meeting the demand for skilled labour. The gap is exacerbated by 
too few apprentices entering the trades and/or completing the qualifying exams. 

 
An aging workforce will retire in great numbers. Fewer well skilled younger workers will be available 
to replace them. Demand will outstrip supply. The shortage is projected to be 914,400 (assuming a 
medium population growth)36. 

The skilled trades’ workforce is also aging more rapidly than the overall workforce. People over the 
age of 28, people with disabilities, immigrants and Aboriginals under the age of 18 with children are 
less likely to complete an apprenticeship37. The average age of our participants in this project was 
38.0. We also heard from a participant who expressed frustration with the multiple-choice exam 
format of the C of Q due to his learning disability (Receptive Language Disorder). 

Women in the workforce tend to be younger and represent approximately half the workforce. 
Despite this, their participation in the skilled trades accounted for just 9.7% of registered 
apprentices and 10.6% of completed apprenticeships. 

Immigration was thought to be a solution to skill shortages. Recent immigration policy increasingly 
favours highly educated persons, yet fewer and fewer of them represent skilled tradespersons. 

II. The Aboriginal workforce in Northern Ontario is well-positioned to benefit from the demand for 
skilled labour.  

 
Northern Ontario represents 40% of the enumerated Aboriginal population with 48% of the 
Northern Ontario Aboriginal population living in Northwestern Ontario. There is potential for social 
and economic benefit as a result of the new employment opportunities, mining in particular. 

Governments, employers and First Nations need to consult as full partners respecting First Nations 
historical relationship to the land. 

Compared to the non-Aboriginal population, Aboriginal participation in the workforce, employment 
and educational attainment falls far behind the non-Aboriginal population. 

 
III. The gap between the number of apprenticeship registrations and completions continues to widen. 

 
People who complete an apprenticeship and write their qualifying exams benefit more from higher 
annual incomes and better quality work experiences. 

                                                           
35

 http://www.northernliteracy.ca/index.php/resource-library/category/75-supporting-apprenticeship-completions  
36

 Miner, R (2012). Jobs of the Future: Options and Opportunities. Retrieved September 27, 2012, from: 
http://www.nald.ca/library/research/miner/jobs_future/jobs_future.pdf  
37

 Canadian Council on Learning. (2006). Apprenticeship Training in Canada, retrieved March 15, 2013 from: http://www.ccl-
cca.ca/CCL/Reports/LessonsInLearning/apprenticeship-LinL.html   

 

http://www.northernliteracy.ca/index.php/resource-library/category/75-supporting-apprenticeship-completions
http://www.nald.ca/library/research/miner/jobs_future/jobs_future.pdf
http://www.ccl-cca.ca/CCL/Reports/LessonsInLearning/apprenticeship-LinL.html
http://www.ccl-cca.ca/CCL/Reports/LessonsInLearning/apprenticeship-LinL.html
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Employment and Training Consultants’ (ETCs) experience with apprentices who inquired about 
writing the C of Q was a primary catalyst for this particular project. Too many apprentices were 
unsuccessful with the challenge exam which raised questions about their preparedness prior to 
writing the exam and/or the services available to help them prepare better after they had been 
unsuccessful.  

Another population of apprentices needs Grade 12 for employment purposes. How would they find 
those services and what kind of commitment of time, energy and resources (funds) would be 
needed? 

EO clients access literacy and/or employment services for a variety of reasons: 

 The Certificate of Qualification exam writer may be licenced from another country and 
needs to demonstrate proficiency against Canadian standards 

 The exam writer speaks English as a second language 

 The individual may have been working in the trades for many years, but never wrote a 
qualifying exam 

 The individual was laid-off and needs additional certification to find or retain employment 

 The individual has been out of school or training for many years 

 He/she is an older worker who needs to upgrade skills and/or certification 
 

At the first Project Advisory Committee meeting one of the members specifically asked why 
supporting apprenticeship completions was an issue38. However, research based on consultations 
with EO service providers (Survey), discussions with practitioners, and findings from apprenticeship 
literature show that the gap between apprenticeship registrations and completions continues to 
grow. This is particularly evident for workers attempting to upgrade their skills and credentials for 
employment purposes.  

The Employment Ontario transformation emphasizes customer-focused services and delivery needs 
– improving access to programs and services, eliminating duplication to improve efficiencies, and 
implementing an effective service and delivery framework. 

However, many community services are not funded by EO. Federally funded Aboriginal Skills 
Employment and Training Agreement Holders (ASETA) provide training and employment services for 
Aboriginal clients. Labour organizations, particularly local training delivery agents for apprenticeship, 
provide information, assessment and trade-specific learning. Larger communities often have access 
to private trainers. 

It is challenging for training consultants to fully appreciate the scope of services available to assist 
their clients. ETCs who receive apprenticeship inquiries and need to make referrals pre-or post-
registration don’t necessarily have a secure understanding of the full range of literacy and 
employment services in their communities. Further, once a referral is made, it can be difficult to 
determine if the service actually improved the apprentice’s chance of completing.  

Community-based literacy and employment services provide specific services governed by their 
particular mandate and funding criteria. As a result, learners/clients who use these services receive 

                                                           
38

 The question came from a labour council representative whose organization is also a training delivery agent for apprentices. 
Their experience with successful completions is quite positive, likely due to rigorous entry standards. 
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only services within the service provider’s scope of practice. Learners/clients should be referred to 
other service providers for additional or complementary services, but that doesn’t always happen.  

The Project assessed the range of services available to apprentices across Northern Ontario and the 
extent to which literacy and employment agencies serve apprentices who are challenging the C of Q 
or who need to complete a Grade 12. The assessment identified gaps in service, particularly in rural 
or remote communities.  

IV. Literacy and employment services for apprentices are more readily available and accessed in urban 
centres. 

 
It was clear from the survey responses that a greater volume of activity (more than 10 contacts 
annually) occurred in the larger urban centres (Sudbury, Sault Ste. Marie, Timmins, Thunder Bay). 
The larger centres also had more service providers. 

The majority of EO service providers don’t serve a lot of C of Q challengers (46% see less than 10 
annually) or Grade 12 completions (50% see less than 10 annually)39. 

The rural or remote service providers tended to see very few apprentices, but there were some 
exceptions. In one case, the LBS service provider and the locally available ETC had a long and well-
established personal and professional relationship. As a result, apprentices pre-and post- 
registration often had a service provider intervene on their behalf to help them prepare for success. 

V. The challenges to completing an apprenticeship are well documented. 
 

Multiple-choice exam format  
 

Multiple-choice exams must be well-designed to be effective. Good test questions will assess 
understanding at all levels of the learning taxonomy (i.e., remembering→ understanding→ 

applying→ analyzing→ evaluating→ creating). Designed poorly, the questions do nothing but 
muddle the purpose for which they are intended - to discriminate between test-takers who 
clearly know the content and those who do not. The language of multiple-choice test items must 
be carefully crafted to present the question unambiguously and point the test taker to one and 
only one correct answer. Anecdotal information suggests that apprentices feel poor test design 
impacts negatively on their success40. 
 
When asked what makes it hard for apprentices to finish their in-school and/or C of Q, 
participant stated, “understanding the questions – multiple-choice questions are all the same 
with very little difference between them” and “make the questions easier to better understand 
them”. Another participant reported that his learning disability made sorting through the 
complex text and selecting the correct answer very difficult. 

 
Lack of senior level mathematics and communications 
Essential Skills (Document Use, Reading Text, Numeracy) below level 3 on the IALS 500-point scale 
 

                                                           
39

 Supporting Apprenticeship Completions: a Model of Service Provision-Consultation Report.(p.18, p.21) 
40

 This point was expressed to me several times during my consultations – too often to ignore. Further investigation into the 
claim is warranted.  
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The CAAR project41 noted the importance of Grade 12 English and math as a prerequisite for 
success in the carpentry C of Q; however, there is not a strong positive correlation between 
completion of senior high school credits and apprenticeship completion42. Senior level 
mathematics and communications acquired through a Grade 12 credential is no guarantee that 
the apprentice has acquired the specific Essential Skills of reading text (Rt), document use (Du), 
and numeracy (Nu) at levels of complexity required to competently perform in-school, on-the-
job or trade tasks. The OECD, for example, states that level 3 is the minimum level required to 
function in a knowledge-based economy43.  
 
Unsuccessful C of Q challenges may be related to a weak Essential Skills foundation. Apprentices 
learn a trade by doing; as a result, reading and math skills learned on the job may not align well 
with the math and communication skills required to read and solve math problems on the exam. 
Indeed, Fownes & Evetts (2001) note that multiple-choice test items can present as complex 
reading tasks (i.e., Essential Skill level 3/4), thus presenting apprentices with difficult-to-read 
text and very real challenges to retrieving the information they need to solve the question44. 
 

Ill-focused/ineffective study skills 
Test anxiety 
 

Apprentices attempting the C of Q or returning to school to complete their Grade 12 credential 
may not have well-developed study skills. LBS programs help adult learners develop these (e.g., 
Self-Direction/Self-Management, OALCF competency ‘Managing Learning’). E-learning programs 
(e-Channel, ACE online) provide online courses to help adult learners prepare.  
 
Apprentices who have developed a sound knowledge of the trades competencies and a strong 
foundation of Essential Skills may only need assistance with study preparation. 
 
LBS and Employment Service providers have a lot of experience working with adult 
learners/clients. They can help apprentices with strategies to overcome test anxiety.  

 
Gaps in trade knowledge resulting from work experience that is too specialized 
 

The currency and relevancy of in-school training and work experience impact on the 
apprentice’s ability to answer exam questions. Twenty-four weeks of in-school training provide 
apprentices with well-rounded knowledge of a trade. But, if a trade is changing to respond to 
new products, procedures, services, or technology and the curriculum development is slow to 

                                                           
41 Nelson, N., Morrisseau, W., Louis, R., & Pilato, B. (2010). Summative Report of the CAAR Evaluation Team - end of the Fourth 

Quarter of Year Three. April 15, 2010. Thunder Bay. 
42

 Coe, P. (2011). Apprenticeship Program Requirements and Apprenticeship Completion Rates in Canada, CLSRN working paper 
no. 71, Canadian Labour Market and Skills Researcher Network, [Vancouver]. Retrieved November 22, 2012 from: 
http://www.clsrn.econ.ubc.ca/workingpapers/CLSRN%20Working%20Paper%20no.%2071%20-%20Patrick%20Coe.pdf 
43

 Nine million Canadians have less than level 3, including 2 million young entrants to the market, 2.6 million immigrants 
(mother tongue French or English), 400 thousand Aboriginal people, and older workers over the age of 45. Source: OLES 
webinar March 19, 2013. 
44

 Fownes and Evetts present a very good example of two ways to construct a test item. One is text-based; the other is a 
diagram. One poses real challenges for low-skilled readers; the other presents the information visually. There is also some 
evidence that apprenticeship exams in Britain and Germany include trades scenarios in which the exam-taker solves multi-
dimensional, integrated tasks.  

http://www.clsrn.econ.ubc.ca/workingpapers/CLSRN%20Working%20Paper%20no.%2071%20-%20Patrick%20Coe.pdf
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integrate the necessary changes, apprentices will experience inconsistencies between what they 
learn and what they must demonstrate on an exam. 

 
Too often, C of Q challengers’ work experience is narrowly focused on a particular dimension of 
the trade (e.g., carpenters who only do residential construction). One participant identified an 
issue with on-the-job training. “When you are working in the field, the problem is the 
grandfathered in journeymen carpenters. They are stuck in their old ways. Instead of doing it 
the technical way, they take shortcuts. The age group 18 to 45 has had the proper training i.e., 
instead of measuring crown molding properly, if it comes up short, they would use caulking to 
fill in the measurement mistake.” 
 
In Northern Ontario apprentices often find work with small employers who simply can’t afford 
to create a work experience that exposes apprentices to the full scope of trade practice. 
Employers may only require or be able to provide apprentices with a restricted range of 
operations (e.g., in the automotive sector, a specialization in brakes). As a result, the C of Q 
challenger will again experience inconsistencies between what they learn and what they must 
demonstrate on an exam45. 
 
One participant who was apprenticing in a unionized work setting expressed concern about 
limited opportunity to expand and try different areas of the trade: “if you start as a finishing 
carpenter, you stay in that area and don’t rotate into another aspect of carpentry.” Another 
said, “basically did food preparation, i.e., salads, cutting up vegetables to get things ready, 
portion control, for the evening shift. Didn’t switch stations during the time I was on the co-op 
and was being used like all the other workers.”  
 
C of Q challengers who acquire qualifying hours in smaller communities or organizations often 
lack sufficient knowledge of the full scope of practice in the trade. As a result, they have gaps in 
their knowledge about the full range of trades-specific content required to answer all of the C of 
Q exam questions. The National Occupational Analysis (NOA) identifies how the exam content is 
weighted (i.e., how many questions for each distinct content area). It also identifies what skills 
and knowledge are tested (content blocks, tasks and subtasks within each block). 

 
English is not the first language – difficulty with specialized trade language, definitions, and 

procedures 
Cultural differences – ways of thinking/doing things in non-English-language cultures 

 
Apprentices also fail the exam because of difficulty with specialized language and terminology, 
especially if English is not their first language. Foreign-trained tradespersons who attempt the 
qualifying exam have difficulty with specialized English-language terms and concepts. 
 
Apprentices whose first language is not English assume an additional cognitive load. Test 
questions read in English are interpreted and understood in the reader’s first language, then 
solved in that language, then re-expressed in English. The thinking process simply takes longer – 
a problem because the exam has a time limit.  

 

                                                           
45

 This was evident from my discussions with ACCESS TRADES in British Columbia, the CAAR project in Sioux Lookout, personal 
communication with the Program Manager, Dryden Literacy, and findings from the Canadian Apprenticeship Forum literature. 
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VI. Northern Ontario literacy providers have the capacity to deliver apprenticeship programming 
including blended delivery models. 
 
Northern Ontario has 61 LBS service providers (more if satellite operations are taken into account), a 
wide array of additional Employment Ontario services, and locally available employment and 
training services that fall outside the MTCU umbrella (e.g., ASETA holders, Aboriginal Education and 
Training Institutes, secondary schools, community mentors/volunteers, and private trainers). 
 
The e-learning infrastructure is in place in northern Ontario. Internet service is widely available. 
Provincially funded infrastructure (e.g., Contact North) and free online programs and services (e.g., 
e-Channel, AlphaPlus) are well-established. 
 
Tools are available to help learners assess their capacity to work online (AlphaPlus; ACE - 
Introduction to Online Learning & Learn to Learn; LearningHub). ACE distance (delivered on the 
Moodle platform), e-Channel Learning and Contact North (Centra, Moodle platforms) are well-
established in the North. Literacy service providers use online resources in the classroom. Learners 
in rural or remote Northern Ontario communities, however, may not be ready or willing to use 
online delivery models.  
 
Service providers are comfortable, familiar and open to using digital technology to access Literacy 
Network services. Sixty-five percent (65%) of the delivery agencies had their own websites, 69% had 
broadband/DSL internet service, and over half the respondents use social media, Facebook in 
particular. Almost all respondents indicated they personally use social media, have access to 
technology to participate online, and use common platforms like Skype46.   
 
Literacy service providers may not be aware of or fully appreciate the range of blended delivery 
options available in the North. Community Literacy Ontario (CLO) delivers a very good workshop – 
Wired World – which presents an inventory of practices outlined in the report, Digital Discoveries: 
Guide to Promising Practices in Online Learning for Adult Literacy Learners.  
 

VII. Information and referral models incorporate best practices from the field.  
 
A clear understanding of the apprenticeship process is required47. There are a number of entry and 
exit points in the process where apprentices can be supported by literacy and employment services.  

The Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities has an excellent guide to services for clients and 
employers. Literacy Northwest developed a very practical assessment and referral guide for 
Northwestern Ontario EO service delivery partners. The Adult Basic Education Association in 
Hamilton has a simple apprenticeship referral protocol that includes questions to determine an 
apprentice’s readiness. Finally, Ontario’s Online e- Channel Program provides a very useful, step-by-
step decision map for enrolling learners in online programs. 

There is evidence of at least one information and referral model that is evolving in the Northwestern 
Ontario pilot. The LBS service provider was encouraged by the community partners’ acceptance and 
use of the Literacy Northwest Guide and Referral Form. 
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 findings from the project, Building Sustainable EO Networks in the EO North Region, 2012/2013  
47

 see the Certification Process appendix 16 
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Making information and referral work effectively for apprentices means aligning local, credible 
information and referral processes to the apprenticeship process. For example, apprentices may be 
referred prior to formal registration by ETCs to LBS service providers for skills assessment (e.g., 
ESOT). Apprentices may also be referred to Employment Services for career (trade) clarification or to 
identify employers willing to participate in apprenticeship training. Apprentices who fail the 
challenge exam can be referred to LBS providers to determine why the exam is a barrier (e.g., test 
writing strategies, weak reading skills, specialized language, test anxiety) and propose interventions 
to help them prepare.  
 

VIII. Assessment is increasingly informed by Essential Skills 
 

Essential Skills are the “enabling skills that help people perform the tasks required by their 
occupation and other activities of daily life [that] provide people with a foundation to learn other 
skills, and enhance their ability to adapt to workplace change.”48 

The literature pointing to the link between successful apprenticeship completions and essential skills 
is strong49. Indeed, the Canadian Apprenticeship Forum recently launched a national project to 
determine how many skilled trades employers in Canada participate in Literacy and Essential Skills 
training, assess the extent to which employers recognize the need for Literacy and Essential Skills 
training, and determine the costs and benefits for those employers that participate50. 

The Office of Literacy and Essential Skills (OLES) website provides a robust inventory of 42 easily 
downloadable tools and resources.  

Prior to OALCF implementation, LBS curriculum focused on skill development for learner transition 
to employment, further education or independence. Now, with OALCF implementation well 
underway, LBS curriculum focuses on mastering tasks within six competencies at three levels of 
complexity. Literacy practitioners’ long history with assessing learner skills is a foundation for 
developing integrating learner task into the OALCF informed by Essential Skills. 

Free Essential Skills assessment tools are publically available and provide important resources to 
support apprenticeship completion. LBS service providers can use the tools to assess apprentices’ 
readiness to perform on-the-job tasks and/or write the C of Q exam. Essential Skills for Ontario’s 
Tradespeople (ESOT)51, Build Your Career with Essential Skills (BYCES)52, the Industry Training 
Authority (ITA)53, and Skillplan’s Measure Up54 provide free, online assessments of Reading Text, 
Document Use, and Numeracy for levels 1 to 3. They also set out customized learning plans with 
links to online learning resources. 

Other tools are available on a fee-paying basis. TOWES55 offers a suite of assessment and skill-
building tools, including the TOWES assessment series, TOWES Prime and Essential Skills Direct. 
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 Statistics Canada: http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/81-598-x/2008007/app-ann/5202748-eng.htm 
49

 Canadian Apprenticeship Forum, 2007; Fownes & Evetts, 2001; Glass, Goforth & Kallio, 2007 
50

 Canadian Apprenticeship Forum. (2013).The Costs and Benefits of Literacy and Essential Skills: Is there a Business Case for 

Employers in the Trades? 
51

 http://csc.essentialskillsgroup.com/ 
52

 http://en.careers.essentialskillsgroup.com/ 
53

 http://ita.essentialskillsgroup.com/ 
54

 http://measureup.towes.com/  
55

 http://www.towes.com/en/home/home  

http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/81-598-x/2008007/app-ann/5202748-eng.htm
http://csc.essentialskillsgroup.com/
http://en.careers.essentialskillsgroup.com/
http://ita.essentialskillsgroup.com/
http://measureup.towes.com/
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TOWES also includes the free Measure Up tool. Eskilon Learning Solutions56 provides web-based 
Essential Skills assessment, planning and portfolio development and e-learning programs designed 
to help learners develop Essential Skills. It uses the PLATO Web Learning Network. It has recently 
integrated online TOWES assessments into its services.  

IX. ETCs who receive apprenticeship inquiries need a pre-registration screening tool to assess applicants’ 
readiness to enter into training or challenge the qualifying exams. 
 
Employment service providers provide career counseling services including information about 
apprenticeship, interest and aptitude testing, job search, Essential Skills self -assessments, etc. They 
also provide information and referral services. 

Literacy service providers provide information about apprenticeship, skills assessment (including 
Essential Skills), and preparation for further education and training (e.g., targeted skills upgrading, 
test preparation, study skills, Grade 12 equivalency, and computer skills). They also provide 
information and referral services. 

ETCs need a tool to assess applicants’ readiness to enter into training or to challenge the qualifying 
exams. A screening tool includes questions about readiness to begin apprenticeship training (i.e., 
supports, finances, etc.) as well as informal self-assessments related to understanding the trades 
and/or the skills required in the trades (e.g., HRSDC self-assessments). Any indication of lack of 
readiness opens a discussion between the ETC and the applicant about next steps, including a 
referral.  

X. The use of digital technology and e-learning deliveries is changing the trades and trades training.  
“Skilled trades workplaces are becoming increasingly reliant on technology…technical training 
programs are experimenting with new technologies to improve knowledge transfer…On-the-job 
training is increasingly marked by e-learning, vendor training and the use of mobile technology” (p. 
2)57. 

Trades practice increasingly includes digital technology. Trades training and ongoing professional 
development uses e-learning delivery. Adult learners preparing to enter trades training or write 
challenge exams tend to be older learners and less inclined to adopt e-learning deliveries or adapt to 
using digital technology. Apprentices, young or old, experienced or not, will need to transition to 
this new reality58. 

XI. Blended delivery models incorporate a full spectrum of learning methodologies.  
 
Blended delivery is a continuum. Face-to-face (no e-learning) is at one end of the spectrum; fully 
online (e-learning) is at the other end. Blended delivery includes a range of approaches including 
face-to-face, digital devices (tablets, laptops), computer labs, and e-learning. 
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 http://www.eskilonlearning.ca/  

57
 Canadian Apprenticeship Forum. (2013). The Impact of Technology on Apprenticeship Training in Canada: Key Trends and 

Observations. Retrieved March 27, 2013 from: http://www.caf-fca.org/ 
58

 Northern Ontario Business (April 2013) featured an article about Canadore College’s Innovation Centre for Advanced 
Manufacturing and Production (ICAMP) that showed a welding professor demonstrating a virtual welder. (p. 25) 

http://www.eskilonlearning.ca/
http://www.caf-fca.org/
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XII. Success factors for implementing e-learning59. 
 

Respect the “realities of day-to-day programming”60. Who is served by the organization? How 
does it serve learners? What is the capacity of its staff and learners to engage in e-learning? 

Align the use of digital technology and e-learning with the organization’s culture and values.  
Implement e-learning in a phased approach respecting the organization’s capacity to plan, fund 

and deliver it. 
 

Each LBS agency has its own culture and values, so implementing e-learning respects the 
importance of building on core programming and services. The use of digital technology and e-
learning complements and adds value to existing services.  

 
Any change to include e-learning needs to build on the organization’s understanding of ‘what is’ 
so the stretch between ‘what is already in place’ and ‘what needs to be done’ is well 
understood. People are more willing to change when they can see a little bit of the old and the 
new.  

 
Acknowledge and respect relationships of power. Perceived ‘class’ differences with respect to 

socioeconomic status, literacy skill, and technology ‘savvy’ can shape the learning environment. 
Learners need to feel safe, confident and capable as they negotiate newly established 
relationships. 

Ensure learners and practitioners feel like they are in control of the implementation (locus of 
control). 

Support access to digital technology and e-learning delivery for marginalized learner populations.  
 

Not all learners will be comfortable or ready to engage in e-learning and/or the use of digital. 
  
Include learners and practitioners in planning and implementing the use of digital technology 
and e-learning.  

 
Support e-learning infrastructure – agency has a commitment to maintain and upgrade technology; 

learners at distance delivery sites have technology that works and is supported by competent 
technical experts. 

 
The importance of this practice is obvious. Effective e-learning starts with technology that 
works; otherwise, the whole venture questionable, in the learner’s view. Credibility is crucial. 
Done well, learners will feel their investment of time, energy and money is well spent.  

 
Design well. Learners don’t object to on-line learning; they object to bad on-line learning61.  A good 

practice is to acknowledge that learners bring transferable digital skills (i.e., smart phone) which 
become a starting point for building new skills and confidence62. 
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 This list is complied from the literature reviewed and consultations with practitioners. 
60

 Alpha Plus. (2012). Learning Together with Digital Technologies: Illustrative Case Studies. (p. 31). Retrieved March 25, 2013 
from: http://alphaplus.ca/en/web-tools/online-publications-a-reportsgroup1/learning-together-with-technologies-
2012.htmlp.31) 
61

 Personal communication, Co-Executive Director, Community Literacy of Ontario 
62

 Personal communication, Manager, Owen Sound in North Grey Union Public Library 

http://alphaplus.ca/en/web-tools/online-publications-a-reportsgroup1/learning-together-with-technologies-2012.html
http://alphaplus.ca/en/web-tools/online-publications-a-reportsgroup1/learning-together-with-technologies-2012.html
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This is another obvious but equally important practice. Design with the learner in mind, 
particularly the learner new to digital technology and e-learning. Build on what learners already 
know, what they can do well and what they are comfortable doing. Help them understand how 
the skills they already have support using digital technology and/or engaging in online learning. 
 

Acknowledge and respond to learners’ capacity to engage in e-learning. Learners have varying levels 
of interest, motivation and experience working with digital technology. Their capacity to work 
independently and their level of literacy skills impact on success. 

Use online ‘shared’ meeting space (i.e., Moodle, Centra, Skype, GoTo Meeting) strategically to work 
with learners who have common needs and others who need individual attention. 

Encourage learners to develop more skill and confidence with digital technology by using it more. 
Encourage learners to work collaboratively. Research shows that collaborative learning promotes 

stronger gains 
 

It’s important to develop independent adult learners, but it’s also helpful to encourage them to 
work and learn from each other.  

 
Develop instructors. They have a significant influence on how well learners receive online learning. 

They need “orientation, training, professional development, appropriate resources, and time to 
develop their skills in online instruction”63. 

 
Literacy practitioners need to be credible leaders in the e-learning environment. They need to 
be competent in all aspects of e-learning delivery, including the use of digital technology.  
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 Alpha Plus (2012). Learning Together with Digital Technologies: Illustrative Case Studies. (p. 33). Retrieved March 25, 
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Chapter 4: Apprenticeship Resource Guide – Key Findings from Practitioner Feedback 

An early version of the Apprenticeship Resource Guide was available to the pilot sites by late January 
2013. Development of the Guide included feedback from the Project Coordinator. The ‘working version’ 
of the Guide was circulated to the pilots with requests to identify resources they currently use and to try 
new resources with learners.  

The Guide was originally to be aligned with the OALCF, but the task was clearly outside of the scope of 
this Project’s timeline and resources. The Guide was organized as follows: 

 general information about apprenticeships 

 information and referral resources for literacy and basic skills providers and other Employment 
Ontario providers 

 assessment tools and online learning opportunities for potential and current apprentices and LBS 
practitioners 

 sites and resources related to training and learner plan development 

 supports that exist for potential and current apprentices 

 information and tools for employers and other stakeholders 
 

Table 5 summarizes the tools and resources used at the Pilot Sites.  

Table 5: 
Summary of Apprenticeship Tools and Resources Used in the Project Pilots 

 

Apprenticeship Tool or 
Resource 

Did/will the 
tool improve 

your services? 
If so, in what ways(s)? 

Apprenticeship Aptitude Test No It did not improve as we were already using this tool 

Apprenticeship & Trades 
Certification Study Strategies 
and Exam Preparation Guide 
Newfoundland and Labrador 

Yes 

Helpful tips for the learner 
Helpful when setting timelines and goals 
Clearly explains the process 

www.apprenticesearch.com 
No 

Client registered to do a search but received no 
results 

Apprenticeship Training in 
Ontario – A Guide for 
Employers and Sponsors 

Yes 
Assisted my apprentice in understanding more 
about the apprentice registration process, as well he 
have it to his employer for information 

EARAT Manuals 
Yes 

Excellent resource for skill building and practice 
exercises 

Essential skills Workbook for 
the Trades 

No 
It did not improve as we were already using this tool 

Essential Skills for Ontario’s 
Tradespeople “Online 
Essential Skills Tool for Red 
Seal Trades” 

Yes 

Combines one on one and computer learning 
Provides the learner with a “grade” or points that 
they can relate to and compare 
Provides activities that directly relate to their trade 
Learner and practitioner can easily assess progress 

Skillplan math Yes Preparation for carpentry exam 

Trades and Apprenticeship Yes Preparing clients for the challenge exam and other 

http://www.apprenticesearch.com/
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Exam Bank  testing (carpentry is the main trade) 

Trade Essentials 
Yes 

Excellent source for trade-related assessment and 
curriculum 
provides resources for our clients 

A Guide to Apprenticeship 
Support Tools and Resources 
in Northern Ontario 

Yes 
Excellent resource for practitioners and 
coordinators (assessment, referral, curriculum, 
training) 

 
Feedback was received from the Literacy Network Northeast (LNNE) and Literacy Northwest (LNW) 
pilots. The Mid North Network pilot site did not provide specific feedback on the Guide because it was 
not working with direct assessment or delivery of apprenticeship services.  

The LNNE pilot used resources identified in the Guide but didn’t make significant changes to its 
assessment process. Some of the resources were already in place; others were new. The LNNE pilot was 
using resources in the Trades and Apprenticeship Exam Bank website and Academic and Career Entrance 
(ACE) online which was available through the Northern College campus. Trades Essentials and Essential 
Skills for Ontario’s Tradespeople (ESOT) were new additions. The pilot partner, Sibi, indicated they 
would be integrating career development tools such as Career Cruising and/or links to other career 
development sites. Overall, the Guide helped practitioners secure good apprenticeship resources to 
support apprentices. 

The LNW pilot sites in Dryden and Atikokan liked the Guide. It provided an opportunity to take stock of 
their current apprenticeship-specific resources and add new ones as appropriate. One of the LBS service 
providers indicated the site used as many as 20 of the resources listed in the Guide. Another stated, “I 
really like the Guide – the resources and tools are well organized and focus on quality and proven 
usefulness … I have used almost all of the resources for assessment and delivery; I really like the breath 
that the listing covers. An agency will have resources for almost any trade or occupation and be able to 
easily access tools and delivery curriculum.”  

Overall, practitioners were asked about the extent to which the newly designed Apprenticeship Support 
Guide assisted them during the pilot. Those who were able to review the document rated it favorably. 
“The tool really helped guide us when researching tools for learners. Researching and resourcing takes a 
great amount of time and effort, especially for small community-based programs. This guide provided us 
with tools and resources that are relevant, useful and appropriate”.  

Others had less time and spent most of their available time identifying potential clients and establishing 
programs and services to support learners’ efforts to complete apprenticeship. As a result, some 
practitioners didn’t have time to review the Guide thoroughly64.  

The Guide was presented to LBS practitioners at a March 25 training event. Hard copies of the report 
were sent to all Northern Ontario literacy practitioners prior to the training. Practitioners indicated that 
the Guide met their expectations. They also appreciated the importance of having such a tool.   
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 The reduced timelines for the Project (9 months) meant that piloting activities started later than planned (January 2013). 
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Chapter 5: Key Findings from the Apprenticeship Pilots 
 
Participant Profile 

The Project recruited a population of adult learners not traditionally well served by LBS service 
providers. Specifically, this meant apprentices 1) who were challenging the Certificate of Qualification 
and needed technical math skills and support to write a multiple-choice and/or study material related to 
the standards covered by the Red Seal test and 2) needed to attain a high school diploma or equivalency 
in order to maintain their employment and/or apprenticeship status. 

Table 6 shows the aggregate profile across the three pilot sites. It identifies the NOC code for each trade, 
pilot site location (MN = Mid-North Network; LW = Literacy North West; LE = Literacy Network North 
East), the age of the apprentices, whether they were Aboriginal participants, the trade sector (C = 
construction trades, I = industrial trades, M = motive power trades, S = service sector trades), and the 
minimum educational credential required for entry. The table is sorted by trade sector and then 
alphabetically by trade. 

The NOC codes65 provide links to the HRSDC job profiles which contain occupationally specific tasks for 
each of the nine essential skills. The profiles identify job tasks by level of complexity. LBS practitioners 
can use the job profiles to identify authentic learning tasks that support skill development and promote 
apprenticeship completion.  

The Project recruited twenty-seven participants (27). Overall expectations for Project participation were 
achieved but individual pilot results were mixed. We set targets of 5 to 10 participants at each site or 15 
to 30 participants overall.  

LNNE recruited fourteen (14) participants who needed to complete Grade 12 or challenge the qualifying 
exam. However, we received only five (5) case study descriptions that provided enough documentation 
to include in the report66.  

MNN interviewed ten (10) participants, not all of whom strictly fit the profile we were looking for in this 
project. Two (2) had completed their program. Two (2) had attempted to write the Certificate of 
Qualification exam. Two (2) have reconsidered the apprenticeship pathway and started other 
postsecondary programs. One (1) has completed a trade program and decided to enter into a different 
trade. Three (3) are in pre-apprenticeship or upgrading.  

The most robust participation was seen in LNW (11), likely due to the fact that two agencies already had  
some apprenticeship activity underway at the sites (Dryden, Atikokan). 

Dryden Literacy worked with six (6) apprentices, four (4) of whom were unsuccessful at writing the Red 
Seal certification. Two (2) of the apprentices were already receiving services from the agency and agreed 
to participate in the pilot project. The fifth apprentice was at the beginning of his goal path and was 
preparing to write a trade entrance exam. He was successful in his attempt and has moved on to his 
next step. The most recent learner has completed his school portion, has seasonal work, but was unable 
to secure an employer. Three (3) of the five (5) are currently working and have dependants, one (1) is 
unemployed and one (1) is single. One (1) apprentice has written his Red Seal Certification and is waiting 
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 http://www10.hrsdc.gc.ca/es/English/SearchMain.aspx 
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 The Pilot Site Coordinator’s capacity to do follow-up was limited by unexpected health issues. 
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for the examination results. One (1) learner has obtained employment and left the program.  Overall, 
Dryden literacy felt the pilot had positive outcomes for both the learners and the agency. 

Table 6 
Aggregate Profile of Pilot Participants 

Sorted by Trade Sector and Then Alphabetically by Trade 

NOC Trade Site Age 
  

Gr 10 
or 

Equiv. 

Gr 12 
or 

Equiv. 
        

7241 Electrical (Electrician?)67 MN 28 A C  
 

7271 General Carpenter LE 
 

52 A C  
 

7271 General Carpenter LW 
 

45 A C  
 

7271 General Carpenter LW 
 

54   C  
 

7271 General Carpenter LE 25 A C  
 

7271 General Carpenter MN 23   C  
 

7271 General Carpenter*68  MN 38   C  
 

7271 General Carpenter – Pre-Apprenticeship MN 38   C  
 

7271 General Carpenter– Pre-Apprenticeship MN 38   C  
 

7271 General Carpenter– Pre-Apprenticeship MN 33   C  
 

7521 Heavy Equipment Operator LW 20   C 
 

 

7251 Plumber LW 38 A C  
 

7311 Industrial Mechanic Millwright LW 49   I 
 

 

7311 Millwright*  MN 38   I 
 

 

7311 Millwright – Industrial LW 61   I 
 

 

7327 Welder LW 41 A I 
 

 

7321 Alignment and Brakes Technician LW 37   M 
 

 

7312 Heavy Duty Equipment Technician MN 33 A M 
 

 

7312 Heavy Equipment Mechanic LW 54   M 
 

 

7312 Heavy Equipment Mechanic LE 26   M 
 

 

7335 Small Engine and Equipment Mechanic LW 51   M 
 

 

7321 Truck and Coach Technician LW 26   M 
 

 

6322 Culinary (Cook?) (Chef?)69 MN 18   S 
 

 

6322 Cook LE 45  A S 
 

 

6341 Hairstylist MN 45   S 
 

 

6341 Hairstylist MN 33   S 
 

 

1522 Parts person70 LE 37 A   
 

 

 
Atikokan Literacy worked with five (5) participants, one of whom was unsuccessful at writing the Red 
Seal Certification three times. Three (3) of the five (5) are currently working and have dependants, 
another (1) is an Ontario Works’ client and the other (1) is collecting Unemployed Insurance Benefits. 
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 the pilot site reported ‘electrical’ which doesn't exist in the trades titles. Electrician (domestic and rural) is used 
68

 same participant as Millwright* 
69

 the pilot site report indicated ‘culinary’ but this job title doesn't exist within the trades. Cook and Chef  are to trades listed in 
Ontario, both of which require Grade 12 or equivalent 

70
 This trade is only listed in Quebec  
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Three (3) of the five (5) have written the Ontario Provincial Trades Qualification Exam and only one (1) 
was successful. All of the participants trade paths and academic levels are different. 

One of the Pilot Sites was to work with Aboriginal apprentices. We generated this activity at the LNNE 
site in Moose Factory/Moosonee where Sibi Employment and Training serves a large population of 
Aboriginal clients. Additionally, we were pleased to have Aboriginal participation at the LNW pilots. 
Overall, the Project worked with nine (9) Aboriginal participants. The potential to serve Aboriginal 
apprentices is very strong in the North. Both the Northeast and the Northwest represent large 
Aboriginal populations71.  

The participants were an older population (average age = 38.0 years)72 with almost half of them 
representing the construction trades. Adults who’ve been working in a trade are upgrading to develop 
the (Essential) skills needed to prepare for and write the challenge exam or to complete Grade 12. The 
construction trades sector is the only sector with grade 10 as the minimum educational entry 
requirement.  

Information and Referral 

Given the characteristics of each pilot site, it was difficult to develop a clear model of client pathways. 
Practitioners may be guided, however, by the following principles of good practice that set out a 
framework for information and referral.  

Information and referral (model framework) 

 develop good intelligence about locally available apprenticeship demand and services to support 
apprenticeship completion  

 document how apprentices enter LBS programs and how they are referred to community partners 

 develop a very strong understanding of apprenticeship and the apprenticeship cycle in order to 
provide good information to apprentices in the program  

 develop a database of employers, journeypersons, tutors/mentors, and apprentices  

 use a screening tool to assess apprentices readiness to enter training or challenge the Certificate of 
Qualification or Red Seal designation  

 build apprenticeship training and supports on good adult learning principles  

 establish a strong working relationship with Employment Training Consultants 

 create information and referral models that promote a system like approach within the network of 
service providers  

 establish a local planning and steering committee to share information about apprenticeship and 
coordinate services  

 establish working relationships with partners outside the EO network (i.e., unions, employers,  
Aboriginal employment services) 

 advertise literacy services using multiple forms of print and online media, including word-of-mouth 

 design information packages so practitioners can use them as a ‘go to’ desktop resource for local 
LBS services and resources 

 conduct program exit interviews with apprentices to evaluate programs and services 
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 48% of Aboriginal people in Northern Ontario live in in the districts of Thunder Bay, Kenora and Rainy River.  
72

 these two points are consistent with research. See Supporting Apprenticeship Completions: a Model of Service Provision, a 
Consultation Report (March 2013).  http://www.northernliteracy.ca/index.php/resource-library/category/75-supporting-
apprenticeship-completions  

http://www.northernliteracy.ca/index.php/resource-library/category/75-supporting-apprenticeship-completions
http://www.northernliteracy.ca/index.php/resource-library/category/75-supporting-apprenticeship-completions
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Three LBS agencies described their current information and referral protocols, but they also noted that 
apprenticeship-specific information and referral needs to have clearly documented processes and a 
database of apprentices and journeypersons in order to be able to connect clients with employers 
and/or mentors. One respondent reported that apprenticeship is a relatively new goal path for the LBS 
field.  

The project received examples of two information and referral models. 

The first was a comprehensive outline that Sibi Employment and Training developed for each of the 
trades it serves73. The model presents multiple pathways to engage apprentices in the OPG project while 
helping them prepare for and complete their certificate of qualification in the trade.  

The second describes the current intake process at Dryden literacy74. It presents a robust set of 
questions to guide the LBS practitioner through the process of receiving an apprentice to the program 
and developing apprenticeship-specific interventions to support completion. 

Apprenticeship, by definition, involves a partnership between the employer, the training delivery agent, 
and the apprentice. According to participants in the Mid North pilot, the reasons for entering 
apprenticeship include: 1) the perception that there are a lot of secure jobs in the skilled trades, 
particularly because trades require certification, 2) personal fulfillment and job satisfaction, and 3) 
advice from high school guidance counselors. 

The apprenticeship process begins when applicants meet with an Employment Training Consultant (ETC) 
to assess their eligibility to register (qualifying trade hours, academic credential). Being eligible to 
register as an apprentice, however, doesn’t necessarily mean they’re prepared to start an 
apprenticeship or to challenge the C of Q.  

Literacy programs prepare apprentices for in-school training or the challenge exam. Employment 
services help apprentices assess their employment interests and develop strategies to find an employer. 
Too often, however, apprentices find their way to literacy and employment services only after they have 
been unsuccessful. As one practitioner noted, “If literacy screening was initiated early in the process, I 
believe it would ‘set up’ apprentices for success as they would be supported from beginning to the end. 
Currently, apprentices are not referred to us until they have been unsuccessful two to three times. This 
method is reactive to their needs and results in negative outcomes.”  

Literacy is just one factor affecting successful apprenticeship completion. Apprentices who access LBS 
services are often employed. They also have many of the same barriers as other adult LBS learners: lack 
of support at home or in the community, low self-esteem, weak reading comprehension, and poorly 
developed self-management or self-direction skills. Demands from employers and peer pressure may 
exacerbate the impact of these barriers. The cost of travel can be a barrier if apprentices in rural 
communities need to commute. Delivery at a distance through online technologies is an option as long 
as the learner has the capacity to work online. Allocations of travel dollars would be helpful. 
    
Participants commented that they don’t generally follow-up with LBS service providers; instead, they 
seek out employment service providers for assistance with job search, interview preparation, and access 
to funding. If they participated in an LBS program, their teacher was the primary source of information. 
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 see appendix 
74

 see appendix 
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In general, they wanted more information on how to get an apprenticeship, and about the regulations 
to move through apprenticeship to journeyperson status. They wanted better communication to explain 
the overall program and process because they found it confusing. Finally, they wanted a resource list of 
companies who hire apprentices.  

Generally clients were satisfied with employment services. Participants had less concern about lack of 
supports than they did about quality of supports. One participant had concerns about employment 
service providers’ lack of understanding about apprenticeship (program, process), and the importance of 
supporting apprentices on each stage of their journey. Participants said they needed help to ‘walk 
through’ the apprenticeship process, including choosing a trade, upgrading skills, and entering into an 
apprenticeship (registration).  
 
We heard from participants and from practitioners that the hard work of preparation and training was 
often a letdown when no one was there to help them find an employer, no employer was willing to sign 
them on as an apprentice, and the quality of the work experience was unsatisfactory. As one 
practitioner said, “when an apprentice is looking for an employer, they’re on their own.” Employers 
need to be committed to training apprentices properly. Apprentices are not cheap labour. Employers 
should know what the exam involves and how the employer’s training relates to it. Clients expect a 
return on their investment in literacy and/or employment services. 
 
Sometimes, unsuccessful apprentices just give up because they don’t get referred to services that can 
help them and/or they don’t know how to access those services. Indeed, service providers who 
attempted to contact past clients for the Mid North pilot had great difficulty actually locating them 
through the follow-up process. 

One practitioner noted that word-of-mouth remains a good way of circulating information about 
apprenticeship in the community. People know each other in small communities. They know who works 
in the skilled trades, employers, labor groups, and service providers. However, not everyone who hears 
about services to support apprenticeship completion will follow up. There are also participants who are 
not always willing to come forward as they may be anxious, embarrassed, or ashamed of past failures. 
Nevertheless, word-of-mouth advertising is a successful strategy in smaller communities.  

The Project supported the pilot sites with access to new apprenticeship information and resources. The 
pilot sites did not make significant changes to the way they currently manage intake, assessment, and 
information/referral, but they did have an opportunity to reassess how effective their information and 
referral strategies were for recruiting apprentices, a population not traditionally well represented in 
literacy programs.  

Information and referral tools used in developing the learner plan included: 

 MTCU Apprenticeship Goal Path Descriptor 

 Apprenticeship Training in Ontario/A Guide for Employers & Sponsors 

 Employment Ontario website: “I Want to Work in the Trades” 

 Apprenticesearch.com – locate offices and contact numbers 

 Ontario College of Trades 
 
A local marketing package was developed. The information included a newly developed regional 
brochure75 and handouts on cores services, processes, and goal paths (highlighting the apprenticeship 
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 see appendix 17  
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goal path and brochure). The information included a copy of the key development skills in the MTCU 
Goal Path Descriptor. Reviewing these key skill sets with other EO partners and service providers helped 
build awareness of the high level of competency that an apprentice needs to be successful. Local 
newspaper advertising and articles also played a part in helping LBS programs recruit participants and 
journeyperson tutors. The information package, which was designed so that practitioners can use it as a 
‘go to’ desktop resource for local LBS services and resources, was also shared with Dryden Literacy 
Association’s Board of Directors, the Métis Nation and an Ontario Works representative.  
 
LBS practitioners encouraged their EO partners to use the formal Referral Guide and Referral Form 
originally developed by Literacy Northwest. They also included the Guide and Form in their information 
package. They were pleased to report that the employment service provider and other local community-
based organizations are now beginning to also use it. These tools helped to formalize a local referral 
process and allow for greater tracking of movement between Employment Ontario providers and other 
supports. Service coordination between the EO partners has been improved and transitions have 
become more effective.  

Presentations were made. Information was shared at three Interagency Luncheons. A practitioner who 
presented at Seine River First Nation said it was an eye-opener for the participants and for her. She 
found that Employment and Education/Training Advisors lacked the information needed to refer their 
clients on to other agencies – LBS for example. They were aware of LBS, but they were not contacting 
the literacy programs or assisting their clients to access the services needed to upgrade skills. None of 
the advisors was aware of the free e-learning services available to their community. After the 
presentation, she received many inquiries and was asked to come back.  

These presentations built awareness with other EO partners and organizations that provide local wrap-
around services. In summary, practitioners believed this Project assisted the LBS program to develop a 
better information and referral process – one that was more responsive to apprentices. 

Feedback from pilot sites suggests there is inconsistent messaging from ETC’s, regional differences in 
apprenticeship knowledge and levels of expertise, and confusion about the role of the new Ontario 
College of Trades. They felt it was important to work closely with their local ETCs to maintain a good 
flow of current and relevant information about apprenticeship and the literacy supports and services to 
support apprentices.  

In one pilot community, referrals came from the local ETC who phoned the LBS service provider, 
provided background on the client/trade and requested a confirmation phone call or completed the 
referral with the service provider. In making a referral, the ETC also provided information to the 
apprentice about the LBS service provider’s location and program expectations. A good working 
relationship has been established between the two services resulting in effective person-to-person 
referrals. Every referral that is handled well and leads to successful learner/client outcomes creates a 
satisfied consumer of EO services. Word gets out in the community. Apprentices benefit. 

In another community, however, it was difficult to maintain regular contact with the ETC who is located 
1 ½ hours away. Indeed, in the James Bay region of Northeastern Ontario, building a good working 
relationship with ‘local’ ETCs is even more challenging given the vast distances involved. We were told 
about a challenger who was not successful on his first attempt who had to travel from Moose Factory to 
Timmins to write the exam. The cost was $625 which included travel, overnight accommodation 
accommodations and food. 
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Practitioners strongly suggested locally available apprenticeship services (i.e., registration, qualifying 
exams).  

EO information and referral processes are beginning to serve apprentices, but there is room to improve. 
Apprenticeship is still not as well integrated into existing information and referral protocols as it could 
be. There is a need to reach out to both apprenticeship support organizations and to Employment and 
Training Consultants (ETCs) in order to strengthen information and referral processes.  
 
The pilots created a “focus” on apprenticeship which was beginning to benefit clients with 
apprenticeship as a goal path. A practitioner commented, “other community partners now realize how 
useful our Literacy and Basic Skills program is to the success of this goal path. Our ETC has informed us 
that she will continue to recommend and refer others to utilize our services for assessing skill levels, 
assisting with testing study habits, accessing journeymen tutors, and accessing online resources.”  
   
Assessment 
 
Given the characteristics of each pilot site, it was difficult to develop a single model of client pathways. 
Practitioners may be guided, however, by the following principles of good practice that set out a 
framework for assessment.  

Assessment (model framework) 

 work with community partners to see how or if literacy screening is desirable and what benefits 
it would bring to apprenticeship completions 

 use the Guide to Apprenticeship Support Tools and Resources Available in Northern Ontario to 
select apprenticeship-specific assessment tools 

 recognize that apprentices are adult learners who need support 

 use a screening tool to assess apprentices’ readiness to enter training or challenge the 
Certificate of Qualification or Red Seal designation 

 identify barriers preventing successful completion, including learning style preferences 

 begin with extensive interviewing to gather all the background information needed to describe a 
clear picture of the apprentice’s history at home, work and school, including the history of 
writing the challenge exam 

 use the Challenge Exam results to identify priority areas for preparation  

 use the National Occupational Analysis (NOA) to assess knowledge of the trade exam tasks and 
subtasks from which the exam questions are developed 

 recommend using self-assessment tools including OLES resources, OALCF Self-Assessment by 
Goal Path, and Essential Skills Self-Assessment for the Trades 

 use Essential Skills tools to measure skill gain pre-and post-training 

 use Essential Skills Ontario Trades (ESOT) to identify apprentices who may be challenged by 
writing multiple-choice exams because of poorly developed Essential Skill in reading, document 
use, and numeracy  

 use Essential Skills tools and resources to support assessment, goal planning and skill 
development in the OALCF apprenticeship goal path 

 assess apprentices’ academic readiness for Grade 12 completion credit courses  

 help the apprentice understand the assessment results and how they link to developing a 
learning plan  

 assess learner capacity to effectively engage in online learning  
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Two of the three pilot sites were already working with apprentices, so assessment practices didn’t need 
to change significantly. The Guide to Apprenticeship Support Tools and Resources Available in Northern 
Ontario provided the pilot sites with access to additional tools and resources. Most of the assessment 
tools were known to the practitioners, but not all the tools were used at each pilot site.  

There was strong support from the pilot practitioners and the Project Coordinator’s consultations for 
assessing applicant’s readiness to enter into training or challenge the qualifying exams. Once the 
apprentice has requested an examination date, an interview and/or assessment tool would identify if 
upgrading, exam counselling or other supports would be beneficial. A screening tool includes questions 
about readiness to begin apprenticeship training (i.e., supports, finances, etc.) as well as informal self- 
assessments related to understanding the trades and/or the skills required in the trades (e.g., HRSDC 
self-assessments). Any indication of lack of readiness opens a discussion between the ETC and the 
applicant about next steps, including a referral. A practitioner suggested the ETC could administer the 
tool prior to signing the training agreement. 

Assessment for the apprentice who needs to complete Grade 12 is straightforward. What is the gap 
between the required number of credits for the OSSD and the number of credits the apprentice has 
completed? Can the apprentice get mature student credits through PLAR? Is the apprentice 
academically ready to complete secondary school credit courses? Does he or she have the supports to 
return to school? Further, what’s the best or fastest route to Grade 12 completion? Is it registering in an 
adult education credit program through a locally available school board? Is it the GED? Is a Grade 12 
equivalency, ACE for example? 

Some learners who are referred for Grade 12 completion and/or higher-level training are at a 
disadvantage if they have weak foundation skills. Non-TCU funded employment services like Seven 
Generations in the Treaty Three area provide very good employment and literacy training. Their general 
focus is on Grade 12 completion and/or preparation for further education or training, perhaps 
suggesting a stronger focus on higher skilled learners. Furthermore, many adult learners who are 
recruited to the adult learning centers to complete credit courses leading to Grade 12 have been out of 
school for a long time and may not be ready to handle the credit level courses, again because they don’t 
have the skills. It in smaller communities, particularly those where the network of services is well known, 
learners who need skills assessment and development can benefit from referrals to LBS service 
providers. 

Assessment to identify barriers to passing the C of Q is more complex. Is it unfamiliarity with test writing 
strategies for multiple-choice exams? Is it weak academic or Essential Skills? Is it test anxiety or poor 
test preparation? Is it incomplete understanding of the full scope of the trade competencies? Is it 
specialized language that is not well understood? 

Participants expressed very clear views about the importance of academic readiness. One indicated that 
an LBS program was accessed to improve English and comprehension. Many identified math as the 
subject most important to the trades. “I had not been in school for twelve years, I think. I could have 
used a better math refresher course. It [in school and employer-based training] was a lot of 
information”. 
 
Participants also expressed concern that what they learned in pre-apprenticeship was not directly linked 
to what was needed in the practical work environment. Indeed, one felt that he did not have the skills to 
be granted an apprenticeship even after he had completed his program. “I felt unprepared for the job 
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when I started. Almost everything that I encountered on the job I had not done or learned in school. I 
got laid off because I could not perform the work to the required standard.” Another added, “There was 
an up-grading portion in the beginning of the programme. We learned mathematics but none of it was 
really geared for the construction trade. They never linked anything we were learning to the actual 
trade.”  
 
Another pilot participant who ‘qualified’ to register for the exam but was unable to pass it described his 
circumstances. “When I was in high school the passing grade was 50%, then when I went to college the 
passing grade was 60%. I was told not to worry that I could easily make up the difference, but I couldn’t, 
I just passed. It was difficult for me. Now, I reach the Red Seal and I need a 70% to pass. I have always 
been a 60-65% student and although instructors and others say it’s easy to make it up, it’s not. There 
shouldn’t be so much of a difference in the passing grade.” 

Pilot practitioners described assessment as a process. 
 
It begins with extensive interviewing to gather all the background information needed to describe a 
clear picture of the apprentice’s history at home, work and school, including the history of writing the 
challenge exam. It identifies barriers preventing successful completion, including their learning style 
preferences. The information includes challenge exam results and steps taken to date to overcome 
barriers. This is the first contact with the apprentice. It’s a time to open a conversation and explore the 
apprentice’s need for supports. A clear profile assists in developing a learning plan that ensures a variety 
of learning strategies are used. 
 
Pilot practitioners recommended self-assessment tools including OLES resources, OALCF Self-
Assessment by Goal Path, and Essential Skills Self-Assessment for the Trades. These are professional-
looking documents that are adult appropriate, written in clear language, and relevant to the 
employment goal path. They provide the apprentice with good indicators of their skills. 

The Interprovincial Exam Preparation Guides for the Red Seal exam suggest that apprentices use the 
National Occupational Analysis (NOA) to assess their knowledge of the trade exam tasks and subtasks 
from which the exam questions are developed. The Guides also remind apprentices that well-developed 
Essential Skills increase their chances of successfully pass the exam. 

The Trades Essentials resources suggest two key assessment steps: 1) Essential Skills Inventory (ESI) and 
2) Technical Skills Inventory (TSI). The ESI takes the apprentice through trade-related tasks for the nine 
Essential Skills; the TSI provides apprentices with questions about authentic trade tasks. LBS 
practitioners can have apprentices quickly self-assess their knowledge in these areas. The Trades 
Essentials resources are listed in the Guide to Apprenticeship Support Tools and Resources Available in 
Northern Ontario.  

Practitioners recommended more formal assessment tools including the Trade Entrance Exam and Study 
Guides and the Essential Skills for Ontario Trades (ESOT). Both tools are written with an apprentice in 
mind, use clear language, and provide authentic trades-related tasks. The Trades Entrance Exam and 
Study Guide assesses English, reading comprehension and math skills, exam strategies, study tips and 
reading habits and coping methods for writing multiple-choice exam. 

One learner really liked the Essential Skills Ontario Trades (ESOT) Reading and Document Use 
assessments, commenting how “real they looked, just like the ones at work.” When the Results pages 
were printed, he immediately pointed out his score and complexity levels. He felt more confident in 
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knowing he really doesn’t have that far to go. This process also reinforced his need to upgrade his 
reading skills.  
 
The Canadian Apprenticeship Forum observes that “apprenticeship candidates who lack Essential Skills 
have a tendency to fail their exams or abandon apprenticeship programs altogether” (p. 7)76.  
 
Canada has a strong history with Essential Skills. The Office of Literacy and Essential Skills (OLES) website 
provides a robust inventory of 42 easily downloadable tools and resources (e.g., Literacy and Essential 
Skills77, Essential Skills Profiles78, and Tools and Resources79). Overall, the literature pointing to the link 
between successful apprenticeship completions and Essential Skills is strong (Canadian Apprenticeship 
Forum, 2007; Fownes & Evetts, 2001; Glass, Goforth & Kallio, 2007). The Construction Trades Council’s 
website posts good, practical Essential Skills resources and tools that are freely downloadable80. 
 
Free Essential Skills assessmen’s t tools are publically available and provide important resources to 
support apprenticeship completion. LBS service providers can use the tools to assess apprentices’ 
readiness to perform on-the-job tasks and/or write the C of Q exam. Essential Skills for Ontario’s 
Tradespeople (ESOT)81, Build Your Career with Essential Skills (BYCES)82, the Industry Training Authority 
(ITA)83, and Skillplan’s Measure Up84 provide free, online assessments of Reading Text, Document Use, 
and Numeracy for levels 1 to 3. They also set out customized learning plans with links to online learning 
resources. 
 
ESOT is aligned with the 53 Red Seal trades in Ontario. It gives practitioners a tool to assess learners’ 
readiness to enter the level I in-school apprenticeship. More generally, it is freely available to the 
literacy field. The tool is a credible diagnostic tool that provides Essential Skill information for LBS service 
providers working with learners in the apprenticeship goal path.  
 
Build Your Career with Essential Skills is aligned with the 50 most recent HRSDC occupational profiles. 
ITA is aligned with industry trades in British Columbia.  
 
Other tools are available on a fee-paying basis. TOWES85 offers a suite of assessment and skill-building 
tools including the TOWES assessment series, TOWES Prime and Essential Skills Direct. TOWES also 
includes the free Measure Up tool.  
 
Essential Skills assessments are employed informally (low-stakes) or formally (high-stakes). The OLES 
tools are informal self-assessments. ESOT, BYCES, and ITA are primarily formal online tools that provide 
more thorough assessment of the skills needed for specific trades. They also assess for learner skill gain 
pre- and post-training. In summary, literacy practitioners can use many free online Essential Skills 
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assessment tools. They can also use purchased tools. All tools are grounded in Essential Skills 
methodology; as a result, assessments share a standardized skill description and level of analysis. 
 
Other non-Essential Skills assessment tools are available (CAAT, in-house assessments) but the pilot sites 
did and comment on them directly. 

 

Delivery  

Given the characteristics of each pilot site, it was difficult to develop a single model of client pathways. 
Practitioners may be guided, however, by the following principles of good practice that set out a 
framework for delivery.  

Delivery (model framework) 

 develop a strong understanding of the local apprenticeship process and apprentice population in 
order to understand and support the apprentice’s experience as an adult learner 

 acknowledge that apprentices participate in LBS programs as adult learners and need similar 
supports and services  

 design programs and services around adult learning principles of good practice 
 help learners understand how assessment is linked to the learning plan  
 accommodate apprentices with flexible delivery models including scheduling to fit work and family 

commitments as well as delivery at a distance options  

 ensure that skills upgrading has a clear application to trades content and tasks (relevance) 
 link apprentices to mentors/tutors when appropriate 

 use the National Occupational Analysis (NOA) to guide the apprentice’s study and preparation for 
the C of Q or interprovincial Red Seal exam 

 use and adapt as necessary Essential Skills curriculum tools that are already available (i.e., Trades 
Essentials, ITA)  

 implement e-learning following the success factors listed in Best Practices Report86  

 assess learners’ capacity to effectively engage in online learning. 

 blended learning is a tool and only part of the solution to successfully engaging and retaining 
apprentices in learning  

 encourage apprentices to use and learn digital technology and e-learning applications 

 provide professional development for literacy service providers based on the Wired World 
workshop, either the full workshop or an abridged version 

 use case study descriptions to document the apprentice’s experience in the program 

 share the case study descriptions with other employed literacy and employment service providers 

 conduct exit interviews, inviting apprentices to provide feedback on their program experience  
 
Literacy practitioners described the characteristics of apprentices as adult learners in their programs. 
Apprentices need to develop self-direction and self-management skills. It is especially important that 
apprentices are involved in developing their learning plan and feel ownership for it. Apprentices are 
dedicated to their goal, and they need instructors to support them by maintaining the flow of 
information and resources going to keep them working successfully toward their goal.  Time is very 
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important, so both the learning environment and the instructors leadership need to support the 
apprentice’s commitment to goal completion. 
 
Apprentices need LBS practitioners to help them develop strategies to study effectively both in the 
classroom and at home. Apprentices may be challenged by their return to the learning environment, 
especially if it involves blended delivery. Most have invested years into their occupation. They have 
mortgages and families that are dependent on them. They may require a ‘reader’, transportation/day 
care supports, and strategies for studying at home or at work. Their employer and coworkers may create 
additional demands. Good support means a quicker and more successful outcome for the apprentice. 
This includes support from not only the family and the employer but also from the ETC who needs to be 
involved from the start and continue to be available to answer questions and provide supports as 
needed. As one practitioner said, “a supportive team will help to make the apprentice successful!”  
 
Learning style must be taken into account. The research suggests that apprentices tend to be hands-on 
learners who learn by doing. Theory is best learned in context, especially if theory and practice are 
integrated. But practitioners in the pilot’s noted that many of their apprentices were auditory and tactile 
learners. The Trades Essentials87 workbook includes a learning styles self-assessment that explores the 
complete range of learning styles for Carpenter, but the template may be used more generally. 

 
Too often, apprentices have other commitments that compete with their learning time. Apprentices are 
not always available for regular daytime scheduling. If they work, they might work shift work. They may 
need to attend evening classes. The pilot sites stressed the need to have flexible program hours.  
 
Practitioners stressed the importance of early screening for readiness to enter into apprenticeship 
training or write the challenge exam. Once the apprentice has been referred to an LBS program and 
assessment of skill gaps and barriers have been identified, the educational plan needs to focus on 
developing those key skills that will most successfully help the learner to have a successful outcome. For 
example, identify as early as possible if the apprentice would like a “reader” for the exam, or identify 
what kind of support the apprentice needs to prepare to write the exam successfully. 
 
Participants felt strongly that “better training in the classroom would help. A curriculum that was more 
practical with what an entry-level Carpenter does”. These comments refer to the actual apprenticeship 
in school training, but sentiment in the comment is relevant to the LBS educational plan. Apprentices 
want to invest their time well in building skills that are directly relevant to their trade.  
 
The Apprenticeship Goal Path in the OALCF is designed to provide apprenticeship specific tasks in the six 
competency areas at three levels of complexity. But, apprentices who need a more strategic approach to 
preparing for passing the challenge exam might be advised to include additional resources. The National 
Occupational Analysis (NOA), the Apprenticeship Training Standards (Ontario), and Apprenticeship in 
School Curriculum Standards (Ontario) provide apprentices and LBS practitioners with the full scope of 
practice, and the curriculum framework for specific trades.  
 

                                                           
87

 Trades Essentials was a project that developed excellent training materials for 13 red seal trades. The resources are freely 
available and highly recommended to literacy practitioners. A complete listing of the resources is available in the Guide to 
Apprenticeship Support Tools and Resources Available in Northern Ontario. An example of one of the trades, Carpenter, can be 
found at Http://library.nald.ca/item/9414 

http://library.nald.ca/item/9414
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Many preparation guides for the interprovincial (Red Seal) exams88 suggest using the National 
Occupational Analysis (NOA). It provides the content on which the Red Seal exam questions are based. 
Examination questions are written to test knowledge and competency related to the subtasks in the 
NOA. The guides also present strategies for writing multiple-choice exams and examples of multiple-
choice questions. Each NOA consists of blocks (main subject areas), each block is divided into tasks, and 
each task is divided into sub-tasks. Comprehensive information about the NOA is available on the 
Interprovincial Red Seal Exam website89. 
 
We heard from practitioners in this project that exam challengers often fall just short of the 70% passing 
grade on specific trade blocks. To prepare for the Red Seal exam, apprentices, with assistance from their 
LBS teachers, can identify the tasks and subtasks in the blocks for most of the questions. Apprentices 
can concentrate their study time on the blocks that were most challenging on the exam. Is the problem 
a lack of trade knowledge, in which case a tutor or mentor might be helpful? Is the problem a lack of 
specific skills (i.e., reading, specialized language) that makes answering particular block questions more 
challenging? Does the apprentice fully appreciate the scope of practice and the body of knowledge they 
need to know?  
 

Percentage of questions for each block of the trade (Carpenter) 

Titles of blocks Percentage (%) of questions on exam* 

A - Common Occupational Skills 20 

B - Concrete 20 

C - Framing 22 

D - Exterior Finish 14 

E – Interior Finish 15 

F - Renovations 9 

Total 100 

 

The Trades Essentials program includes Essential Skills Inventory (ESI) and Technical Skills Inventory 
(TSI). Both assessments are done. The program helps apprentices with specialized trade language and 
uses authentic workplace documents as training tasks. The program is a very useful tool that LBS 
practitioners could use directly or adapt as required. The Industry Training Authority (ITA)90 also uses an 
Essential Skills approach to apprenticeship preparation. These and other tools could be integrated into 
LBS programs to create effective educational plans for apprentices. 
 
There are three opportunities for LBS service providers to deliver support: 1) Prior to writing an entrance 
exam and/or upgrading for Grade 12; 2) during the academic portion of the apprenticeship; and 3) prior 
to writing or after being unsuccessful in the C of Q or red seal. All three areas require skills upgrading 

                                                           
88

 http://nsapprenticeship.ca/forms_and_publications/IP_Prep_Guide.pdf 
http://www.red-seal.ca/images/Assist_to_Can_Final.pd 
89

 http://www.red-seal.ca/w.2lc.4me@-eng.jsp?lang=eng  
90

 http://www.itabc.ca/discover-apprenticeship-programs/2320/program-details  

 

http://nsapprenticeship.ca/forms_and_publications/IP_Prep_Guide.pdf
http://www.red-seal.ca/w.2lc.4me@-eng.jsp?lang=eng
http://www.itabc.ca/discover-apprenticeship-programs/2320/program-details
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that LBS programming can offer in an effective and efficient manner if the right tools, training and other 
resources are put in place. 
 
The educational plan for apprentices in LBS programs is informed by the clearly defined needs presented 
by the apprentice and identified through initial assessment. Learners with general and long-term 
upgrading needs may enter into the apprenticeship goal path where key learning skills, competencies, 
milestones and culminating tasks describe the program. Apprentices with more immediate or specific 
needs can move quickly through a program that helps them overcome barriers to apprenticeship 
completion. For example, apprentices who are challenging the C of Q may need help with effective study 
preparation, overcoming test anxiety, understanding specialized trade vocabulary, strategies to write a 
multiple-choice exam, or identifying gaps in trade knowledge.  
 
Pilot participants suggested that mentors could be helpful, and practitioners also supported the 
concept. Mentors and tutors may be locally available journey persons, employers who are willing to help 
apprentices on-the-job, or educators. A good mentor is very important to helping an apprentice 
successfully complete the qualifying exam. They can be located at the agency or in the community 
where apprentices have easy access to them. If the right mentor (i.e., person who has knowledge of a 
particular trade) is not geographically located near the LBS service provider, it may be possible to 
engage them using technology like Skype, Go to Meeting or other forms of e-channel delivery. Extending 
this line of thinking suggests it may be possible to develop a bank of qualified mentors and tutors who 
could be reached online. 

Usually, mentors are volunteers. LBS programs are cautioned to acknowledge and appreciate mentors’ 
service to the program. We heard about one agency where the tutor provided 153 hours of volunteer 
time which, although given freely, was an unreasonable expectation. Practitioners suggested that 
mentors receive some kind of compensation for their work, recognizing that LBS programs don’t have 
the funds to do that. 

Finally, mentors need to be used with caution. If they are older or don’t have current knowledge of the 
trade, their input may not be helpful. Apprentices who are preparing to write a C of Q exam, particularly 
a Red Seal exam, need to be working with tutors/mentors who actually know what those exams require.  

The pilots in this Project were located in rural or remote areas. We expected that some of our 
participants would need to participate through blended delivery. This didn’t happen because the 
apprentices didn’t have the skills to work online or they were able to commute. 

One pilot site did explore blended delivery. An apprentice who lived between Dryden and Thunder Bay 
was referred by the Thunder Bay ETC to the Dryden LBS service provider. The distance between the 
apprentice’s home community and Dryden made commuting a challenge. We discussed a plan to 
prepare the apprentice to work online, at a distance, from his home community. The plan included 
preparing the apprentice to work online by having him visit the Dryden LBS program with his laptop to 
set him up with e-learning capacity through Centra and to develop his confidence and functional online 
learning skills. The LBS service provider, however, needed more time to prepare, particularly because 
the participant had weak computer skills. 
 
Connectivity remains an issue in remote communities where high-speed Internet service is often not 
available. Many online resources require high speed internet and up to date computers. If a learner does 
not have access or is unable to purchase a home computer, then traveling is their only other option. 
Practitioners believe that ongoing contact with apprentices is critical, so other options such as Skype and 
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email must be considered. And, practitioners reminded us that they can still support learners who live in 
remote locations through use of the telephone and mail, if necessary.  
 
Planning to deliver LBS programs through blended learning takes into account learning styles, computer 
skills and experience with digital technology and online applications. Some participants said online 
courses are difficult to complete. Others noted that hands-on learning is their preferred style. If the 
apprentice does not have the computer skills to work online, then the practitioner and learner must 
decide if it’s worth spending the time to learn new skills. This point becomes even more important if 
their timelines are tight or pressure from employers is the motivation. Finally, younger learners are 
more open to using digital technology and online applications, but the population served by LBS 
programs tends to be older and less experienced with digital and online technology. 

ACE distance (delivered on the Moodle platform), e- Channel Learning and Contact North (Centra, 
Moodle platforms) are well-established in the North. The scope of blended delivery options available in 
the North is well presented in a Community Literacy Ontario (CLO) workshop – Wired World – which 
presents an inventory of practices outlined in the report, Digital Discoveries: Guide to Promising 
Practices in Online Learning for Adult Literacy Learners. Tools are also available to help learners assess 
and develop their capacity to work online (AlphaPlus; ACE - Introduction to Online Learning & Learn to 
Learn; LearningHUB). 
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Chapter 6: Concluding Comments 

Employers, trainers, and apprentices have complex and interrelated roles in apprenticeship completion. 
Issues involve employer commitment to train, trainers’ capacity to reach out to prospective apprentices 
with good information about programs and services, and apprentices’ access to literacy and 
employment services locally or at a distance. 
 
The purpose of the Project, Supporting Apprenticeship Completions: Model of Service Provision, was to 
identify and pilot delivery and referral models for helping apprentices living in rural or remote locations 
in Northern Ontario to complete their certificate of qualification, achieve their red seal designation, or 
complete a Grade 12 or equivalent credential. 

Employment and Training Consultants identified that too many apprentices who register to enter an 
apprenticeship and/or register to write challenge exams don’t successfully complete their 
apprenticeship. 

The issue raised by the ETCs clearly aligns with findings from the project research. The gap between the 
number of people registering for apprenticeship and the number of people who complete is growing. 
The need for building a skilled workforce in Northern Ontario has never been greater. An older and 
more experienced workforce is shrinking due to retirement and the demand for skilled labor is growing 
due to the increased economic activity in the North. 

Project research showed that apprentices were using literacy and employment services but mainly in 
larger urban centers. But, did accessing the service benefit apprentices? How did apprentices feel about 
their experience with literacy and employment services? Could apprentices be recruited to locally 
available literacy and employment services in rural or remote communities? 

Employment service providers need to really understand apprenticeship well. One practitioner noted 
that the real ‘eye-opener’ for her was the importance of correct information from ETCs. Change is 
happening so fast that it is very difficult to provide learners with correct information. There must be an 
ongoing conversation with the local ETCs about apprenticeship, particularly now that the Ontario 
College of Trades has officially launched.  

The Project identified the importance of integrated services animated by people working with people to 
serve apprentices. Pilot practitioners not only learned about apprenticeship but shared what they 
learned with others in their communities. The Employment Centre and Literacy service provider in 
Atikokan are organizing a Training and Education Advisory Committee: “Our community needs a more 
formal meeting procedure to include representation from ETCs, EO service provides, advisors from the 
outlying First Nations, Union representatives, and employers who have a stake in training/education. 
We need all of these people at the same table once a month to have their input. I believe this would 
make a difference and improve apprenticeship opportunities in our community.” 
 
The Project was guided by a simple question: how can LBS programs leverage the EO network to support 
apprentices who need to pass the C of Q or complete Grade 12 or its equivalent to improve their 
employability? 

Leveraging the EO network means understanding what each partner is able to provide and building a 
service plan for the apprentice that makes good use of the right services at the right time for the right 
reason. We saw, for example, that LBS service providers in one community managed to get their 
community partners to use a common information and referral guide, thus promoting a more coherent, 
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system-like approach to referral. We saw there was great value in gathering intelligence about 
apprenticeship, the local apprenticeship workforce and employers, and locally available apprenticeship 
services. This project provided LBS service providers with specialized information about apprenticeship 
resources and tools, and it’s given them an opportunity to develop and test training solutions informed 
by good practice. A conversation about apprenticeship needs to start in the community. LBS service 
providers can shape that conversation by leveraging their knowledge about barriers to apprenticeship 
completion, apprenticeship specific supports and services, local apprenticeship demand, and 
EO/community services to lead a smart community conversation about supporting apprenticeship 
completion. 

Additional questions guided the Project. We asked how literacy service providers recruit apprentices in 
rural or remote northern Ontario communities who need to complete the C of Q or Grade 12?  

In the Mid North Network pilot, it was clear that trying to contact past apprentices through the service 
provider follow-up process was very difficult. Contact information had changed. Too much time had 
passed. We had hoped to reengage apprentices in appropriate literacy or employment services, but this, 
too, was challenging because many of the apprentices we contacted had already moved on to other 
pursuits. Many indicated their experience with literacy and employment services could have been more 
helpful (i.e., counselors who understood apprenticeship well, skills upgrading with clear application to 
the trade). Literacy Network Northeast and Literacy Northwest pilots actively reached out to apprentices 
through print and media advertising, word-of-mouth, and interagency presentations. An apprenticeship 
brochure was prepared and customized for each location. The language on the brochure reflected 
issues, concerns and solutions that we knew apprentices would recognize and care about. The recruiting 
strategies worked.  

We asked what models of service provision can literacy service providers deliver/align with the OALCF 
apprenticeship framework to improve apprenticeship completion in northern Ontario? 

The Literacy Network Northeast and Literacy Northwest pilots were asked to assess tools and resources 
in the Guide to Apprenticeship Support Tools and Resources Available in Northern Ontario. Many tools 
are informed by Essential Skills and promote authentic task-based curriculum directly related to the 
trades. The OALCF apprenticeship goal path competencies and task groups also have an Essential Skills 
framework. The OALCF goal-path description for apprenticeship examines the connection between 
literacy and basic skills service provision and the transition to becoming an apprentice. It guides LBS 
service providers who help learners examine the benefits and opportunities of pursuing an 
apprenticeship as well as reviewing what is involved in the process. It is also an excellent framework for 
developing an educational plan to support apprenticeship completion. The goal path description aligns 
nicely with the kind of interview framework needed to identify barriers to apprenticeship completion. 
 
Finally, we asked what lessons can be learned from the pilots about improving apprenticeship 
completions in northern Ontario, and how can those lessons be communicated to the field more broadly?  

The Project took two approaches to understanding the apprentices’ experience with Employment 
Ontario service providers. At two of the three pilot sites we recruited apprentices and introduced them 
to literacy and employment services designed to support apprenticeship completion. Pilot practitioners 
conducted action research grounded in their best understanding of good practice related to recruiting, 
information and referral, assessment, and delivery for adult literacy services. The pilots worked with a 
specific apprentice population and applied tools, resources and practices developed during this project 
to determine what was effective. At the third site, we reached out to past participants of the 
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apprenticeship system to ask them about their experience with literacy and/or employment services. 
From them, we heard about what worked, what didn’t, and we received suggestions for what could be 
done better. Together, the three pilots painted a picture of good practice for improving apprenticeship 
completion.  

The Project explored models of service provision (information, assessment, referral, delivery) that were 
shared across the broader EO network to help other providers improve their services to apprentices. 
The Project developed resources – A Guide to Apprenticeship Support Tools and Resources Available in 
Northern Ontario and a Consultation Report – which give service providers ready access to resources, 
information about apprenticeship, and models for service provision including blended delivery. We used 
these resources to pilot approaches in two regions, and we shared these resources with the field 
through face-to-face and online presentations. We’ve also made the resources available through the 
Northern Literacy Network website. One practitioner said “we’ve gained more resources in the office 
where we can assist clients with more information on specific trades.” 

A practitioner summed up the value of the project. It increased: practitioner knowledge and awareness 
of the apprenticeship goal path (evidence-case studies, learner plans); agency capacity to serve those 
with an apprenticeship goal path (evidence-increased resources/network); community awareness of LBS 
services and goal paths (evidence–increase in word of mouth referrals for this goal path); effectiveness 
of formalized information and referral process between EO Employment Service Provider and local non-
profit organization (evidence–use of formal referral form); and service coordination as a result of 
building awareness (evidence–learner plans, practitioner notes). Another added, “this was a very 
worthwhile and much needed pilot to identify gaps in the process with the apprenticeship goal path.”  
 
We know the Project can help EO service providers deliver services that help apprentices succeed. One 
service provider made new partnerships with local agencies and outlying First Nation communities, 
learned more about the MTCU components for apprenticeship, and its instructors learned a lot more 
about the apprenticeship goal path. From this point on, the LBS service provider plans to continue with 
its current learners enrolled in the Apprenticeship goal path. It wants to broaden its knowledge and 
intends to link with employers and union representatives to assist learners with more employment 
opportunities. 

Blended delivery was an important dimension of the Project. The Consultation Report established that e-
learning infrastructure is well-established in Northern Ontario and credible programming is being 
delivered (e.g., ACE online, e-Channel, The LearningHUB, Contact North). The Northern Literacy 
Networks are also exploring their capacity to meet and deliver services through online deliveries (GoTo 
Meeting, Centra, Skype). There is capacity to deliver online programs and services in Northern Ontario, 
but LBS practitioners cautioned that not all of the rural communities have the technology to take 
advantage. For example, a First Nation Band Office which was being used as a classroom had no lap tops 
or computers available with webcams, but it had internet service. 
 
The pilot sites were prepared to use blended deliveries, but none of the apprentices required that form 
of delivery. Practitioners noted that learners and practitioners need preparation to access and deliver e-
learning. Rural communities need locally available technical assistance, the kind that is available when 
online deliverers offer programs (Contact North, the LearningHUB, AlphaPlus, ACE online). LBS service 
providers can be available to assist and provide information and guidance as needed.  
 
Finally, we heard strong concerns from participants, practitioners, and from the research consultations 
about the difficulty of securing employers willing to train apprentices. Participants talked about their 
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experience: “Nobody wants to take on apprentices and there’s also no other options to be able to 
complete it (e.g., a hands-on learning option while you are in school). I did my schooling but can’t find 
an employer. I’m currently working as a Marine Mechanics Helper, for just over minimum wage, but 
can’t get my employer interested. The cost of supplying my own tools and living very remotely without 
the wage makes it very challenging. I’m going into my 9th year of not being able to find an apprentice 
position, but have been working in the field with lower wages.” Another participant said, “I had a good 
plan and my education portion was successful because I accessed tutors and did pre-upgrading at Adult 
Education before going to school. My difficulty is with finding an employer that will accept me as an 
apprentice. I have tried many communities from eastern Ontario to Northwestern Ontario border, and 
am willing to relocate.” 
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Appendix 2 

Project Charter 

 

Title 

Supporting Apprenticeship Completions – a Model of Service Provision 

 

Project Authority 

MNN Board of Directors 

Executive Committee: 

Executive Director, Mid North Network; Executive Director, Literacy Network North East; Executive 

Director, Literacy Northwest 

 

Project Manager/Researcher 

 Stewart Kallio 

 

Independent Project Evaluator 

Tamara Kaattari 

 

Key stakeholders 

Apprenticeship Candidates in Northern Ontario Rural or Remote Communities 

Employers 

Unions/Trades Councils 

Apprenticeship Offices 

Employment Ontario Service Providers 

Aboriginal Skills Employment Training Agencies (ASETA) 

Project Advisory Committee 

 
Project Charter Statement 
(The Project Charter is a living document) 

 The economic environment in Northern Ontario is rapidly changing. A critical gap is developing between 

the supply of skilled workers and the demand for skilled workers. Jobs are being created through 

workforce retirement and industry growth, particularly in the construction, industrial and service trades.  

Work in the skilled trades provides good and well-paying jobs. Yet, literacy skill gaps too often 

contribute to candidates not completing their apprenticeship training. 

This project will develop and pilot a model(s) of integrated service provision which addresses the literacy 

needs of apprentices living in rural or remote communities in Northern Ontario. In particular, it focuses 

on two groups: those challenging the Certificate of Qualification who need technical math skills and 

support to write a multiple choice test and/or study material related to the standards covered by the 

Red Seal test; and the apprentice who needs to attain a high school diploma or equivalency in order to 

meet union or workplace requirements. 
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Outcomes 

Outcome Measurement Funder Priority Met 

 

Literacy North West’s repository of 

trades related literacy resources 

align to the OALCF 

LBS service providers report 

using the tool 

LBS services providers report 

a 70% satisfaction rate with 

the tool 

Ontario Adult Literacy 
Curriculum Framework 
(OALCF) continuous 
improvement 
(products that enhance 
curricula, assessment and 
learning materials) 
(improve capacity of LBS 
service providers to deliver 
OALCF components)  

 

Deliver and pilot model(s) of blended 

service delivery which supports 

apprentices in rural and remote 

areas, including First Nations 

communities 

LBS organizations chosen to 

pilot models report 

successful progress and/or 

apprenticeship completions. 

Expanding opportunity and 
program integration 
(reaching new clients who may 
not self identify and are not 
aware of programs) 
 
e-Channel and blended learning 
(methodologies and tools that 
effectively integrate the channel 
and blended learning and LBS 
service provision) 

 

Develop and pilot referral 

process with LBS and EO 

partners to support apprentices 

within the partners’ program 

guidelines and organizational 

capacity 

 

EO partners report improved 

referral process  

Expanding opportunity and 
program integration 
(enhancing learner navigation 
and transition between LBS 
another EO services) 

 

Pilot the OALCF aligned 

resource guide and model of 

service provision in the LNW, 

LNE and MNN network regions. 

At least one of the pilot sites will 

serve a First Nation Community. 

 

70% satisfaction rate with 

the resource guide and the 

model 

Ontario Adult Literacy 
Curriculum Framework 
(OALCF) continuous 
improvement 
(expanding access to and 
availability of OALCF products 
and resources that support 
culturally relevant literacy 
programming) 
e-Channel and blended learning 

(explore best practices that 
would support instruction in or 
access to LBS gold pipe 
programming) 
(developing materials and 
resources that support effective 
distance learning) 
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Outcome Measurement Funder Priority Met 

 

Provide training to LBS service 

delivery organizations in the 

North 

 

Participants report 75% 

satisfaction rate with 

training 

70% of participants who 

determine the resource guide 

and the service delivery 

model to be appropriate will 

use it.   

Ontario Adult Literacy 
Curriculum Framework 
(OALCF) continuous 
improvement 

 (improve their capacity to 
deliver OALCF components 
along the apprenticeship goal 
path and to adapt program 
delivery and administrative 
practices to reflect the OALCF 
approach) 

e-Channel and blended learning 
( supports service providers to 
“explore best practices that 
would support 
instruction/access to the 
apprenticeship goal path 
programming”, by providing a 
report of research findings and 
a model of service provision. 
This will provide a clearer 
understanding of current best 
practice models and blended 
learning opportunities and how 
they can support apprentices 
and/or where they can refer the 
apprentice in the North. It will 
also support curriculum 
development, as the resources 
will be aligned to the OALCF) 

Scope 

The scope of this project is restricted to the geographic region of Northern Ontario served by the three 

literacy networks. The project undertakes research into the challenges Northern Ontario apprentices 

face to complete their qualifications to work in a trade. The research identifies successful practices that 

promote apprenticeship completion. It uses the findings to inform the design and delivery of services 

and programs that address those challenges.  

The Project aligns apprenticeship resources with the OALCF. It creates a referral process to support 

apprenticeship completion within the employment Ontario structure. Further, it develops models for 

delivering integrated services and programming for apprenticeship completion. 

Only two specific populations are served by this project:  the apprentice who is challenging the 

Certificate of Qualification but needs good technical math skills and support to write a multiple choice 
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test and/or study material related to the standards covered by the Red Seal test; and the apprentice who 

needs to attain a high school diploma or equivalency in order to meet union or workplace requirements. 

The project has a 10-month timeline (June 1, 2012 – March 31, 2013) and a budget of $155, 326. 

The following products will be produced. 

 Consultation Report 

 Literature review and analysis of successful practices to inform apprenticeship completion 
in Northern Ontario   

 Preparation and  delivery of up to 4 focus groups with service-delivery agencies and 
employment organizations to obtain feedback on an appropriate training methodology and 
program contents 

  Writing a Consultation Report to highlight key findings and make recommendations for a 
blended delivery model, or models, of integrated LBS service provision which addresses the 
literacy needs of apprentices, specifically those challenging the certificate of qualification 
exam and those who need to obtain a high school diploma or equivalency. 

 Repository Of Apprenticeship and Trades Related Literacy Resources 

 Review Literacy Northwest's Apprenticeship Support Tools and Resources Guide and align 
it with the OALCF. 

 Pilot the tool concurrently with the program pilots 

 Blended Service Delivery model(s) to Support Apprenticeship Completion 

 Confirm rural or remote communities, 3-6 community literacy partners and students 
(apprenticeship).  

 Develop a program outline and curriculum resources based on Consultation Report  

 Identify program delivery options appropriate to each pilot site. Implement in consultation 
with literacy partner  

 Identify and train program staff (instructors, support, etc.) 

 Deliver, evaluate and document the program model for three months at 3-6 LBS 
organizations in the Northern EO Region   

 Information and referral pilot 

  Consult with service- delivery agencies and employment organizations 

 Develop, pilot, evaluate and document an apprenticeship referral model 

 LBS program training event 

 Centra training session for LBS organizations across 3 Northern literacy networks  

 Final Report 

 Integrate the Consultation Report with the Evaluator’s findings  

 Preparation of electronic copies of the reports  for publication and distribution 

 Share the report of project and pilot results to other support organizations in the province.  
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 Communications package 

  All 6 MTCU offices, all Employment Services providers and all LBS Literacy Services 
Planning and Coordination Committees in the North Region receive a communication 
package including the relevant contact information, service provision description and list of 
trained LBS organizations for the purposes of making informed referrals of apprenticeship 
clients 

Assumptions 

Assumptions describe the factors that must be in place for this project to be successful. 

 Advisory Committee members actively contribute their knowledge, skills and experience to guide  

Project success 

 Target population (apprentices seeking qualification for the Trades) for this Project can be 

identified and recruited 

 All the necessary stakeholders have been consulted and contribute as required 

  Program implementation costs actually fall within planned budget. Contingency plans are 

available  

  Project can be completed within the 10 month period 
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Appendix 3 
Survey Monkey questions 
 
1. Your organization is best described as: 

 Literacy and Basic Skills (LBS) 

 Employment Services Provider 

 Aboriginal Skills Employment and Training Agreement Holder (ASETA) 

 Other 
 

2. Where is your organization located (i.e., town, community, etc.)? 
 

3. Does your organization meet/serve people who are challenging the Certificate of Qualification (i.e., 
people who may need technical math skills and support to write a multiple-choice test and/or study 
material related to the standards covered in the Red Seal)? 

 Yes 

 No 
 

4. How many people described in question (3) does your organization meet/serve annually? 

 Less than 10 

 Between 10 and 30 

 More than 30 

 Not  
 

5. Is your organization currently working with Certificate of Qualification writers who are not 
successful? 

 Yes 

 No 
 

6. Does your organization meet/serve apprentices who need to obtain a high school diploma or 
equivalency in order to maintain their employment and apprenticeship status? 

 Yes 

 No 
 

7. How many people described in question six (6) does your organization meet/serve annually? 

 Less than 10 

 Between 10 and 30 

 More than 30 

 Not applicable 
 

8. Would your organization be interested in piloting a model of service provision that support 
apprenticeship completion? 

 Yes (please provide contact information) 

 Need further information (please provide contact information) 

 No 
 

9. Before you submit the survey, are there any additional comments would like to add? 
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Appendix 4 Case Study #1:   

Trade:   Millwright  

 Age:  49 

 Common Law – two step children  

 Laid off in December – presently on Unemployment Insurance Benefits  

 Out of school over 25 years 

 Needs one English credit to receive his Grade 12 diploma  

 Wrote the Red Seal exam three times and was not successful  

 Referred In: Word of mouth 

 Not a lot of work opportunities without having the Read Seal certification  

 Timeline expectation:  Six to eight months 

 

Process: 

 Reviewed past exam marks and identified areas of initial focus: Two sections of trade 

exam –Hydraulics and key terms 

 Investigated issues around test anxiety and multiple choice question strategies   

 Completed learning style, math & reading assessment 

 Started to research other resources and practice tests for trade 

 Build trade vocabulary 

 Setup journeyman tutor to work with Sid  

Actions Taken: 

 Initial assessment indicated good reading comprehension, but no retention of  specific 

glossary terms for this trade  

 Math assessment showed weakness with algebra, geometry and word problems – 

began a structured math review process  

 Review of common terms and acronyms for this trade 

 TCU Apprenticeship Consultant, Sid and myself met and reviewed pertinent Read Seal 

Exam guide and preparation info  

  Began working through resources for test taking strategies for multiple choice tests 

 Attended 10 hours a week as well as 2 hrs study at home 

 Tutor working with Sid on hydraulic portion of the exam – very helpful  

Resources: 

 Exam Bank 

 Workplace manuals and other documents 

 Red Seal.ca website 
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 HRSDC NOC website 

 See attached table of resources used from the Guide to Apprenticeship Tools and Resources 

in Northern Ontario 

 

Outcome: 

 Sid completed his English credit course and has now received his Grade 12 diploma  

 He has completed his math upgrading and is feeling confident working with formulas 

and word problems  

 Is continuing to work with his tutor and improve his knowledge for the hydraulics 

portion of the Red Seal Exam 

 He is hoping to have an exam write date scheduled for June if all goes well 

 

Sid’s comments: 

 The Adult Learning Centre is a great place, it’s a quiet place to study – I can’t seem to 

get anything done when I’m at home 

 The questions on the Red Seal Exam are set up where there are too many right answers 

– answers too close 

 It has been so helpful to have a fellow work with me and help me understand more 

about hydraulics – very worthwhile for me! 

 I wish  I would’ve known a long time ago what upgrading I needed to help me pass the 

test – I never had a lot of direction from employers or the Apprenticeship branch  

 I never knew what an education plan was. Years ago when I started learning 

millwrighting, the employer did not offer any training and there was no 

education component. Everything was more about production  

 The math and English upgrading has been very helpful to me – I wish I could’ve done 

this a long time ago  

 Learning the math formulas was brutal for me 

 The one-on-one help that I get shows me how to break down the exam components and 

learn one section at a time and where I need to focus 

 I know that I need to know my stuff to pass the exam  
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Appendix 5 Case Study #2:  

Trade:   Truck and Transport Mechanic 

 Age:  26 

 Single  

 Completed all academic requirements in 2010 

 Has been working at a local transport truck repair shop since graduation, 12 hour shift 

work, 1 week on, 1 week off 

 Three unsuccessful attempts at the Red Seal Exam  

 Attended college exam preparation week last winter - last attempt – 65% 

 Is a past learner, attended the program until he left for the preparation week in Thunder 

Bay 

 Phoned Craig  to follow up with his situation and encouraged him to return to the 

program 

 Follow-up with local ETC for guidance as to options for Craig 

 Timelines: open, but Craig would like to pass the Red Seal and move forward 

 At risk of losing his apprenticeship status  

 

Process: 

 Upon initial visit reviewed MTCU exam results  

 Identified areas of initial focus:  Engine & Supporting Systems/Electrical/ 

  Completed learning style & self- assessment - “Essential Skills Self-Assessment for the Trades” 

hrsdc, Apprenticeship Training Entrance Exam – Math, Science, English & Reading Comprehension – 

Province of Alberta 

 Reviewed the resources he was currently using (college text and work books) 

 Discussed the process of acquiring a “reader” for exam 

 Set up an initial schedule for attending the program and working at home 

Actions Taken: 

 Initial assessment suggested weakness in document use, oral communication and 

reading comprehension 

 Strategies to effectively read text books 

 Review of common terms and acronyms for this trade 

 Review test taking strategies for multiple choice tests 

 Practice exams/quizzes 
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Resources: 

 College text books and workbooks 

 Workplace manuals and other documents 

 Truck and Transport Mechanic Apprenticeship Training Standards document– 

Apprenticeship  

 EARAT – Science Skills – Electricity 

 Essential Skills for Ontario’s Trades people (website) 

Outcome: 

 Current situation –Each time Craig wrote this exam he increased his grade by a few 

percentages and is now in reach of successfully passing it. He would like to continue 

attending the program until the summer and possibly re-write then. He is attending the 

program one afternoon a week as well as approximately 4 hours of study at home. Craig 

will currently require the approval of the ETC before he can attempt the exam again. 

 Although Craig self-identified high reading skills, through observation I have noticed 

difficulty with many words and their meaning.  I am going to continue with assessment 

to further identify any difficulties he may have – cscessentialskillsgroup.com.  

Update: 

 Craig has been in contact with the local MTCU ETC and can register on line with the 

new Ontario College of Trades any time after April 8th. Craig will be receiving 

information from the OCT with further details regarding the transition. 

 Craig completed the Reading and Document Use assessment on the Essential Skills 

for Ontario’s Trades people website. He really liked the tool and noted how 

authentic some of the materials are. He easily identified with his score and it 

reinforced the fact that he really doesn’t have that far to go. Great tool will use it 

again. Craig will stay in the program until he feels comfortable enough to write 

again. 
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Appendix 6 Case Study #3:  

Appendix 6 
 

Trade:   Brake and Alignment Specialist 

 Age:  37 

 Married with two small children  

 Last attempt was June of 2010 

 Has been working as a Brake and Alignment Specialist for local car dealership since 2001 

 Receives GM training for specialized work 

 Referral from local MTCU ETC (phone call and then follow-up phone call) 

 Timelines: open, does not seem to be any pressure from employer but Craig would like 

to pass this exam and possibly write the Automotive Technician in the future 

 

Process: 

 Upon initial visit reviewed MTCU exam results  

 Identified areas of initial focus:  Alignment angles, definitions, purpose, effects 

  Completed learning style & self- assessment - “Self-Assessments-OLES”  

 Reviewed the resources he was currently using (college text and work books) 

 Discussed the process of acquiring a “reader” for exam 

 Set up an initial schedule for attending the program and working at home 

Actions Taken: 

 Initial assessment suggested weakness in reading comprehension 

 Strategies to effectively read text books 

 Reading out loud 

 Visual learner – draw diagrams and pictures to help answer questions 

 Review of common terms and acronyms for this trade 

 Review test taking strategies for multiple choice tests 

 Practice exams/quizzes 

Resources: 

 College text books and workbooks 

 Workplace manuals and other documents 

 Trade Secrets 
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Outcome: 

 Current situation –Craig has been working through the workbooks and reading at home. 

He has set a date of March 13, 2013 to re-write the exam. Over the last month we have 

met with the local ETC to discuss next steps and to make sure Craig is prepared for that 

day. His wife has applied and has been approved to be his “reader”, and they will travel 

to Kenora together. We have confirmed his spot for the day and payment has been 

made. The last few weeks will be spent reviewing test taking strategies and practicing at 

multiple choice tests. 

 

Update:  Craig was unsuccessful at his attempt to pass the Red Seal Exam. He expressed his 

disappointment to me and found the Occupational Skills section to be quite difficult. He 

intends to re-write as soon as he possibly can so he will be attending the program for a few 

more months. 
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Appendix 7 Case Study #4:  

 

Trade:   Industrial Millwright 

 Age:  60 

 Married, children grown and have families of their own 

 Employed in the local paper mill for 27 years as Maintenance/Construction Millwright 

until laid off  due to the decline of the local forestry industry 

 Has been employed in various municipal planning and other construction contract 

positions 

 Attempted the Red Seal in May of 2011 and was unsuccessful 

 Is currently not working 

 Has been to numerous interviews out west but cannot secure steady employment as he 

does not have any certification 

 Referral – Informal word of mouth 

 Timelines: Committed until May of 2013 but will interview if the opportunity arises 

 

Process: 

 Upon initial visit reviewed MTCU exam results  

 Identified areas of initial focus for review:  Mechanical components & Fluid Power 

  Completed learning style & self- assessment - “Self-Assessments-OLES”  

 Reviewed the resources he was currently using (college text and work books) 

 Discussed the process of acquiring a “reader” for exam 

 Set up an initial schedule for attending the program and working at home 

Actions Taken: 

 Initial assessment suggested high levels of competency, focus on test taking skills and 

strategies 

 Review strategies to effectively read text books 

 Review of exam sections and tasks involved 

 Visual learner – draw diagrams and pictures to help answer questions 

 Review of common terms and acronyms for this trade 

 Review trade math 

 Practice exams/quizzes 
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Resources: 

 Workplace manuals and other documents 

 Millwright Terminology – Apprenticeship & Industry Training  

 Trades Math Workbook – hrsdc.gc.ca/essentialskills 

 Essential Skills Workbook for the Trades - hrsdc.gc.ca/essentialskills  
 Millwright Study Guide – donated by previous student 

 Exam Bank 

 

Outcome: 

 Current situation –Jim has been attending the program once a week, and studying at 

home at least once a week. He has been at three different interviews only to be told 

that they would prefer someone with their Red Seal Certification. In mid-February, Jim 

was interviewed for a position out in Fort McMurray and was successful in obtaining 

employment. He has since left the program and moved out of the province.  Jim still 

wants to pursue his certification but employment is a first priority.  

 

Update:  

 We are unsure at this point if he will return to the program to complete his 

certification. Follow-up will reveal his situation. 

 

Comment from Learner Satisfaction Survey: 

Thank you for the excellent service, enthusiasm and overall integrity of your program to assist 

me towards my goal/objective, and for ‘YOUR’ incredible patience and focus on my 

determination to write the ''Millwright IP' exam. 
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Appendix 8 Case Study #5 

Trade:   Carpenter 

 

 Age:  54 

 Lives in small community of Savant Lake 

 Employed for six years as a carpenter for the Ojibway Nation of Saugeen, employer now 

requires certification  

 Has attempted the Red Seal three times, last attempt was in October of 2009 – 68% 

 Is currently employed and cannot attend the program on a regular basis 

 Referral – MTCU Apprenticeship office in Thunder Bay, also received a follow up to see if 

client completed the referral 

 Timelines: Committed until May of 2013  

 

Process: 

 Initial in-person visit reviewed MTCU exam results  

 Identified areas of initial focus for review:  Framing, math, occupational skills 

  Completed learning style & self- assessment - “Self-Assessments-OLES”  

 Reviewed the resources he was currently using (college text and work books) 

 Discussed the process of acquiring a “reader” for exam 

 Provided Ron with a package of resources to take home and encouraged him to visit 

some websites for extra support 

Actions Taken: 

 Initial assessment suggested some concern with numeracy and reading comprehension 

 Review strategies to effectively read text books 

 Review of exam sections and tasks involved 

 Visual learner – draw diagrams and pictures to help answer questions 

 Review of common terms and acronyms for this trade 

 Review trade math 

 Practice exams/quizzes 

 Corresponding with Ron through email and sending him work through the mail 
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Resources: 

 Learners own study resources from trade school 

 Preparing for the Carpenter Training – Construction Sector Council 

 Red Seal website 

 Trades Math Workbook – hrsdc.gc.ca/essentialskills 

 Essential Skills Workbook for the Trades - hrsdc.gc.ca/essentialskills  
 Exam Bank 

 

Outcome: 

 Current situation –Ron would like to write the exam prior to the end of May. He is 

slowly building confidence and shows progress managing the time he spends on 

answering the questions. We continue to correspond through email and send work back 

and forth through the mail. In order for Ron to move to his next steps, I will contact 

Thunder Bay and begin the process of registering for the exam. 

 Update: I have not been able to reach Ron either by phone or via email. He may be 

working more now that the weather is a little warmer. I will continue to try and reach 

him in the hopes that he wants to continue. 
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Appendix 9 Case Study #6 

Trade:   Heavy Duty Equipment Technician (Off-Road) 

 Age:  56 

 Married with three children in college 

 Working in local truck and transport repair shop 

 Completed his trade school in 1985 – out of school for 27 years 

 Never required Red Seal certification until the last few years 

 Unable to move up or receive an increase in pay due to no certification 

 Referred In: Word of mouth 

 English is not Lee’s first language 

 Timelines:  Six to eight months 

 

 
Process: 

 Identified areas of initial focus:  Six sections of trade exam 

 Completed learning style & reading assessment 

 Started to research other resources and practice tests for trade 

 Build vocabulary 

 Research other resources that are written in French 

Actions Taken: 

 Initial assessment indicated low reading comprehension and confusion with some 

specific terms for this trade  

 Strategies to effectively read text books 

 Review of common terms and acronyms for this trade 

 Contacted Kenora MTCU office for Apprenticeship Training Standards document 

  Test taking strategies for multiple choice tests 

 Attended  2 hours a week as well as 4 to 6 hrs study at home 

 Lee contacted the local Apprenticeship Consultant as well the regional office in Kenora 

on his own to set up examination and seek additional information 
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Resources: 

 Exam Bank 

 Workplace manuals and other documents 

 Developed in-house tools to help with terms and acronyms – build trade vocabulary 

 Red Seal.ca website 

 HRSDC NOC website 

 Training Standards written in French 

Outcome: 

 Once Lee identified that he would prefer resources in French, we contacted the testing 

centre in Kenora where he was able to have the exam delivered in his first language 

 August 2nd, Lee travelled to Kenora where he successfully passed the Red Seal Exam 

 Program Duration: start date Feb. 2011 – end date August 2011 

 Increased levels of reading, document use, numeracy, self-management and self-

direction 

 Current situation – Lee has since left the local repair shop and is working for the gold 

mine in Red Lake. He has substantially increased his wages and is working in the field 

that he loves. 

 

Comment from Learner Satisfaction Survey: 

“I strongly recommend this facility. It helped me reach my goal and believe in 

myself” 
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Appendix 10 Case Study #7:  

Trade:   Parts Person  
 Age:  37 

 Married – 3 dependents  

 Fort Albany First Nation Member (MCFN partner) 

 Resides in Kapuskasing, ON 

 Registered with Sibi on an Employment Goal Path in January 2010, took Employment 

Readiness (8 week program) and subsequently the Sibi Training to Employment 

Warehousing program (4 week program) with Kiewit Alarie a Partnership(KAP).  Began 

employment in May 2011.   

Process: 

 Became a Sibi client in November 2010 began with Employment Readiness a Sibi 

purchased program from Northern College delivered in Kapuskasing 

 Took a Warehouse Training to Employment program developed by Kiewit, Sibi and 

College Boreal April 2011 

 Employed by Kiewit May 2011 

 Parts person trainees working for KAP are registered in their trade school curriculum 

through distance education, 2012. 

 Unable to register Donna in apprenticeship goal path without Grade 12 diploma or 

equivalency. 

 Identified possible opportunities to achieve diploma or equivalency. 

 Referral to Centre d’Education Alternative in Kapuskasing, to complete 3 credits. 

 Current situation – Employed continues with both high school completion and 

apprenticeship trade school curriculum by distance education. 

Comment from Follow-Up Questionnaire: 

“The services at Sibi Employment & Training assisted me in securing well paid 

employment.  My experience at KAP is educational; I am learning every day.” 
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Appendix 11 Case Study #8:  
 

Trade:   Carpenter 

 Age:  25 

 Single 

 Beausoleil First Nation Member (Mother is Taykwa Tagamou FN) 

 Resides in Christian Island, ON 

Process: 

 Registered with Sibi on an Employment Goal Path in May 2011, completed interview 

and entrance testing for Carpenter’s union.  Took Carpentry Formwork Training June 

2011.  Began employment in September 2011 with Kiewit Alarie a Partnership(KAP). 

 Carpenter Union entrance requirement: Grade 12 Math. 

 As the provincial requirement is Grade 10 apprenticeship registration occurred. 

 Identified Grade 12 math requirement, possible referrals through distance learning.   

 Registered in Northeast School Board Distance Program Taykwa Tagamou Nation 

partnership program. 

 Identified possible opportunities to achieve diploma or equivalency. 

 Registration in Grade 12 Math of the Sibi purchased Ontario Northeast School Board 

OSSD Mature Prior Learning Assessment Program. 

 Current situation – Completed Grade 12 Math Requirement, continues with carpentry 

apprenticeship hours.  Currently on a wrap around care program for social support. 
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Appendix 12 Case Study #9:  
 

Trade:   Carpenter 

 

 Age:  52 

 Married – dependents  

 Fort Albany First Nation Member (MCFN partner) 

 Resides in Moose Factory, ON 

Process: 

 Registered with Sibi to achieve his certificate of qualification completion in summer 

of2010.  Independently employed.  Registered to take Canadore Carpentry Challenge 

Preparation Course, distance education September 2010.  Course was cancelled.   

 Completed a portfolio development over the summer of 2010. 

 Carpentry text from course was kept awaiting the next offering. 

 Trade Essentials, Technical Skills Inventory Checklist was completed with client 

 Exam bank credits were used to purchase carpentry certificate of qualification practice 

exams.   

 January 28 travelled to Timmins, ON to challenge exam – was unsuccessful 

 Skill Plan Math resources (identified specific challenges in metric) 

 

 Current situation – Continues practice preparation action for Sibi to request MTCU 

representative to come to Moose Factory to deliver the challenge exam locally. 
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Appendix 13 Case Study #10:  
 

Trade:   Cook 

 Age: 45 

 Single, Artist 

 Resides in Moose Factory, ON 

 Grade 12 graduate 

 10 years’ experience in food service industry. 

 Registered with Sibi Employment and Training 2010 Employed by Sodexo at Lower 

Mattagami River Project 2010 released to attend White Eagle Earth Remote Cook 

Program 2011 January –April. 

 Registered as an apprentice December 2011 

Process: 

 Working with Sodexo Chefs on Chinese Garnishes connecting his art to cooking. 

 Math skills for Chefs workbook. 

 Internet reading materials on kitchen terms. 

 Current situation – Employed and working with Chefs to ensure he is prepared to write..  
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Appendix 14 Case Study #11:   
 

Trade:   Heavy Equipment Mechanic 

 Age:  26 

 Married 

 2 dependents 

 Resides in Fort Albany, ON 

 Registered with Sibi for Employment with Kiewit Alarie a Partnership.  Had on the field 

experience with Toromont.  

Process: 

 Initially registered for an apprentice in September 2006. 

 Work experience with Toromont 2007-2009 

 Employed by Kiewit through Sibi September 2010. 

 Has completed competencies to challenge exam  

 Worked with pilot project doing practice exams to prepare. 

 Feels ready to challenge. 

 

Current situation – Sibi unable to coordinate challenge exam with MTCU to be delivered to 

client due to client residing in Fort Albany currently.  Client may relocate to Timmins over the 

next couple of months dependent on employment. 
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Appendix 15 Case Study 12 

Trade:   Heavy Duty Equipment Technician  
 Age Group: 31 – 35  

 Married with four young children 

 Completed his course in April of 2012 

 Referred By: Gezhtoojig Employment and Training 

 

Process: 

 Conducted a face to face interview in order to complete research survey 

Situation: 

 Searching for a company to hire him as an apprentice in the heavy duty equipment technician 

trade 

 Previous experience as a diesel mechanic with the U.S Marine Corps 

 He keeps in mind that the time of year may be a factor with hiring process and mining 

companies are in the process of negotiating contracts  

 Has been accessing employment services with AMI Personnel Services, (AMI specializes in 

employment in the mining industry) 

 Has met with the top executives of the company 

 Has been going to interviews and submitting his resume to various companies on his own also 

 He is not familiar with the area and where the companies are that he could possibly investigate 

and submit his resume 

 He is incurring expenses when he travels around the city searching for places to submit an 

application  

 He is exploring a business idea while he conducts his job search 

Challenges 

 Securing a company to begin the process of apprenticing 

 There is a gap between the time that an individual completes his formal education to the time 

that he may get hired by a company, along with one that will accept him as an apprentice, “gap 

is in getting from course to a company that hires” 

 Settling for something other than what he trained for just to make the money 

Actions Taken: 

 Discussed work search process and usage of the various search engines, (provided two 

search engines to help with his employment search) 

 Discussed his new endeavour regarding building a small business 
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Recommendation 

 Compile and provide a list of local employers that have heavy equipment, mechanic 

positions 

 Companies that do not do their own hiring and use a placement agency 

 Companies hiring processes 

 

Comments from Matthew: 

“Employer is using it (apprentice position) as a carrot. Used as a helper with a 

promise to get hired but doesn’t happen.” 

“Hardest thing is getting in” (hired by a company). “Not like I don’t like to work, 

it is hard with a family,” (has 4 children, house payment). 
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Appendix 17 

Current Intake Process: Dryden Literacy 

Apprentices Who Have Been Unsuccessful Writing the Red Seal Examination 

 

Step 1: Review exam results to decide which sections need to be focussed on (during initial visit) 

i. Why? Weak reading, comprehension and numeracy skills? What does the client think? 

ii. Test anxiety? 

iii. Low self-esteem? 

iv. Does not receive practical application at current workplace, Does the workplace 

specialize or contract out certain services? 

v. How many times has the client written the exam? 

vi. How long has it been since the last attempt? 

vii. How long has it been since the client finished the school portion? 

viii. Did the client complete all three periods of the academic requirements? 

ix. Has the client been in touch with the local apprenticeship consultant? 

Step 2: Questions to ask/consider: 

i. Does the client still have textbooks and other resources from school? 

ii. Does the client have access to a mentor or journeyman? 

iii. Does the client have the support from employer and home? 

iv. Does the agency have access to other resources for this trade? 

v. Does the client’s trade require a code book? Does the client have access to a code book? 

vi. Would the client prefer a “reader” during the exam? 

vii. Is the client aware of their preferred learning style? 

viii. Does the client have access to a computer at home? 

ix. How much time can the client commit each week? 

x. Can the client come to the program or would a more blended learning approach be 

more suitable? 

xi. When would the employer like to see the apprentice complete the exam? 

Step 3: Make an appointment for assessment based on initial interview: 

i. Research trade and prepare appropriate assessment tools and initial activities 

ii. Research other possible supports the apprentice may need or have access to 

iii. Complete OALCF assessment – (it may take more than one visit) 

iv. Review results with client 

v. Develop learner plan and review with client – set timelines 

vi. How much time can the apprentice spend on their learning outside of the program? 

vii. If referred by MTCU Apprenticeship, contact local ETC to confirm referral 
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A Place to Start: Depending on needs, possible activities could include: 

i. Strategies to read  textbooks and/or lengthy documents 

ii. Review definitions, terminology, references and acronyms for trade 

iii. Effective study habits 

iv. Test-taking strategies for writing multiple choice exams 

v. Skills building for numeracy & practical math applications specific for that trade 

vi. Review specific sections of NOA and/or NOC for trade (areas that are weak or need to 

be developed to pass the examination) 

vii. Practice tests (start with short (20 questions) and then continuously build up to parallel 

the Red Seal) 

viii. Have them correct all wrong answers – try to make sure they understand why that 

answer is wrong 

ix. Incorporate activities where the client is using multiple documents to find, use and 

extract information (example – Milestone or similar demonstration – build confidence 

and self-esteem) 

x. Review code books with apprentice 

xi. Have the apprentice bring in any resource that he/she may have so you can look at 

them together 
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Appendix 18 
Certification Process  
 
 

 

  

Step 1 
Meeting a training consultant 

Applicant does not meet requirements 
 

Applicant meets requirements 

Step 2 
Assessment of previous training and 

experience 

Step 3 
Application for the 

 Certificate of Qualification 

Step 4 
Examination preparation 

 (e.g., work experience, pre-exam 
courses, independent study) 

Supplementary training 
(apprenticeship, upgrading, 

language training, as required) 

Pass 

Step 5 
Certificate of Qualification Examination 

Multiple-choice exam offered by the 
 Ontario Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities 

70% required to pass 

Fail Rewrite examination 

Step 6 
Certificate of Qualification 

Red Seal interprovincial certification (where applicable) 
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Appendix 19 
Apprenticeship Brochure  
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Appendix 20 
Best Practices Report for Supporting Apprenticeship Completion 
 
The following description of best practices is informed by the work completed in the project, Supporting 
Apprenticeship Completions: Models of Service Provision.  
 
General 
 
Practice: Use the resources in the Guide to Apprenticeship Support Tools and Resources Available in 
Northern Ontario to inform delivery models, including information about apprenticeship, effective 
assessment tools, and apprenticeship-specific skills upgrading 
 
Practice: use case study descriptions of apprentices to inform LBS practice  

 LBS practitioners told us that writing case study descriptions of their participants helped them 
understand their practice better. It gave them a chance to be reflective. 

 Learn from exit interviews with apprentices. Hear what they had to say about their experience with 
EO literacy and employment services. Use the feedback to refine the model of service provision. 

 Case studies should be shared within the service provider network to promote a broader 
understanding of the apprentices’ experience in the LBS program.  

 
Information and referral 
 
Practice: Develop good intelligence about locally available apprenticeship demand and services to 
support apprenticeship completion  

 The need for apprenticeship activity won’t be the same in every region. There needs to be a 
local economic driver that generates work in the skilled trades. A good example is Atikokan 
where several mines are being established and there’s an expectation of a growing workforce 
which needs to be located in that community. That means building a lot of additional housing. 
And, that means the contractors will need carpenters, plumbers, electricians, etc.  

 EO service providers need specialized knowledge of apprenticeship and the apprenticeship cycle 
in order to provide good information to inquiries and make effective referrals to appropriate 
services.  

 Understand the skill shortages and the specific trades that employers need. This helps when 
advising apprentices about occupational choices and finding employers who will sponsor them. 

 Share the research indicating the benefits of apprenticeship completion (i.e., higher income, job 
satisfaction). Provides motivation for completing. 

 
Practice: Use a screening tool to assess apprentices’ readiness to enter training or challenge the 
Certificate of Qualification or Red Seal designation  

 Too many apprentices do not successfully challenge the C of Q or Red Seal designation. Evidence of 
hours worked in the trade may gain applicants access to the challenge exam process; however, 
many factors can present barriers to success (no Grade 12 math or English; poorly developed 
Essential Skills in reading, document use, and numeracy; lack of specialized trade language; test 
anxiety; underdeveloped study skills, or ineffective strategies for writing multiple-choice tests).  
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Practice: Establish a strong working relationship with Employment Training Consultants - Apprenticeship  

 Create a supportive team to include, at minimum, the apprentice, the LBS service provider and the 
ETC. Try to have an initial meeting to coordinate the learning path and the immediate needs of the 
apprentice.  

 Information about apprenticeship changes, so it’s imperative to provide the apprentice with current 
and correct data (exam registration, location, payment, timing, contact information, etc.). Build a 
good relationship with the local ETCs to ensure the apprentice encounters no unintentional systemic 
barriers to completing an apprenticeship).  

 
Practice: Create information and referral models that promote a system-like approach within the 
network of service providers 

 Encourage the local service provider network to use common processes and forms to communicate 
information and referral or apprentices for service.  

 Design information packages so that practitioners can use them as a ‘go to’ desktop resource for 
local LBS services and resources. 

 Ensure that all community partners fully understand the community’s literacy and employment 
service programs and how to help apprentices access them. Advertising in print and broadcast 
media, distributing print materials (brochures) and promoting word-of-mouth communication are 
effective.  

 
Practice: Establish a local planning and steering committee to share information about apprenticeship 
and coordinate services  

 Make sure that all the stakeholders are at the table including partners outside Employment Ontario.  
 Include discussion about the role of the Ontario College of Trades. What are the implications for 

apprenticeship programs, access to apprenticeship, and support for apprenticeship completion? 

 Host community forms to share/learn information. 
 
Assessment 
 
Practice: Assess learners’ capacity to effectively engage in online learning 

 Tools are available to help learners assess their capacity to work online (AlphaPlus; ACE - 
Introduction to Online Learning & Learn to Learn; LearningHub). ACE distance (delivered on the 
Moodle platform), e-Channel Learning and Contact North (Centra, Moodle platforms) are well-
established in the North. Literacy service providers use online resources in the classroom. Learners 
in rural or remote Northern Ontario communities, however, may not be ready or willing to use 
online delivery models.  
 

Practice: Determine the apprentice’s preferred learning style  

 Research suggests that apprentices tend to be hands-on learners who learn by doing. Theory is best 
learned in context, especially if theory and practice are integrated. But practitioners noted that 
many apprentices are auditory and tactile learners. Trades Essentials - Carpenter91  includes a useful 
learning styles self-assessment that may be adapted for more general use in LBS programs. 
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 Trades Essentials was a project that developed excellent training materials for 13 Red Seal trades. The resources are freely 
available and highly recommended to literacy practitioners. A complete listing of the resources is available in the Guide to 
Apprenticeship Support Tools and Resources Available in Northern Ontario. An example of one of the trades, Carpenter, can be 
found at Http://library.nald.ca/item/9414 

http://library.nald.ca/item/9414
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Practice: Use the Challenge Exam results to identify priority areas for preparation 

 The Certificate of Qualification and Red Seal exam results are reported as percentages on blocks of 
questions. The trade content in which the block questions are set is described in the National 
Occupational Analysis (NOA). Apprentices who fail the exam can use the NOA to identify the specific 
trade content they need to understand better in order to achieve the pass mark of 70%. Instructions 
for doing a self-assessment are available in the Interprovincial Red Seal Exam Preparation 
resource92.  

 Use the Challenges to Apprenticeship Completion93 inventory as a checklist to identify the specific 
reason or reasons why the apprentice has been unsuccessful. Does the challenger need strategies 
for writing multiple-choice exams? Does the challenger have senior-level English and math or level 3 
Essential Skills in reading, document use, and numeracy? Is the problem test anxiety or poor study 
habits? Is it a lack of trade knowledge in which case a tutor or mentor might be helpful? Is it a 
problem with understanding specialized language?  
 

Practice: Use Essential Skills tools and resources to support assessment, goal planning and skill 
development in the OALCF apprenticeship goal path 

 Use informal self-assessment Essential Skills tools to help apprentices explore the range of job tasks 
in a particular trade and the kind of skills they will need to perform those tasks competently.  

 Essential Skills assessment tools and resources use authentic workplace documents and tasks that 
supplement the OALCF competencies and task-based activities.  

 Use the occupational job profiles to review the range of tasks and essential skills typically used in 
the trade. 

 Use the Essential Skills Ontario Trades (ESOT) to assess Essential Skills at entry and exit, to 
demonstrate skill gain, and to develop a learning plan. Apprentices use the tool online.  

 The Industry Training Authority (ITA) is also a very good apprenticeship-specific resource for 
Essential Skills assessment and skill development. The assessment and learning plan tool has the 
same architecture as ESOT. ITA offers additional resources to help apprentices prepare for training 
or writing challenge exams. 

 
Delivery 

 
Practice: Accommodate apprentices with flexible delivery models including scheduling to fit work and 
family commitments as well as delivery at a distance options 

 If the participants are working for an employer, it is important to work with the employer to ensure 
that the participant will not lose pay or be penalized for time away from work for upgrading his/her 
skills. 

 
Practice: Design programs and services around adult learning principles of good practice 

 Apprentices tend to be older and out of formal education for more than 10 years. 

 Apprentices may lack of support at home or in the community, and have low self-esteem, weak 
reading comprehension or poorly developed self-management or self-direction skills. Demands from 
employers and peer pressure may exacerbate the impact of these barriers. The cost of travel can be 
a barrier if apprentices in rural communities need to commute. 
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 http://www.red-seal.ca/c.4nt.2nt@-eng.jsp?cid=29  
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 Supporting Apprenticeship Completions: a Model of Service Provision – Consultation Report.(p.12) 
http://www.northernliteracy.ca/index.php/resource-library/category/75-supporting-apprenticeship-completions  

http://www.red-seal.ca/c.4nt.2nt@-eng.jsp?cid=29
http://www.northernliteracy.ca/index.php/resource-library/category/75-supporting-apprenticeship-completions
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Practice: Try to link apprentices to mentors/tutors 

 Pilot participants and practitioners suggested that mentors could be helpful. Mentors and tutors 
may be locally available journeypersons, employers who are willing to help apprentices on-the-
job, or educators. A mentor can be very effective in helping an apprentice successfully complete 
the qualifying exam. 

 If the right mentor (i.e., person who has knowledge of a particular trade) is not geographically 
located near the LBS service provider, it may be possible to engage them in using technology like 
Skype, GoTo Meeting or other forms of e-Channel delivery. It may even be possible to develop a 
bank of qualified mentors and tutors who could be reached online. 

 Finally, mentors need to have current and relevant experience about the trade. If they are older 
or don’t have current knowledge of the trade, their input may not be helpful.  

 
Practice: Use the National Occupational Analysis (NOA) to guide the apprentice’s study and preparation 
for the C of Q or interprovincial Red Seal exam  

 C of Q challengers who acquire qualifying hours in smaller communities or organizations often lack 
sufficient knowledge of the full scope of practice in the trade. As a result, they have gaps in their 
knowledge about the full range of trades-specific content required to answer all of the C of Q exam 
questions. The National Occupational Analysis (NOA) identifies how the exam content is weighted 
(i.e., how many questions for each distinct content area). It also identifies what skills and knowledge 
are tested (content blocks, tasks and subtasks within each block). 
 

Practice: Follow the success factors for implementing e-learning 

 Success factors for implementing e-learning 

 Respect the “realities of day-to-day programming” (AlphaPlus, 2012, p.31). Who is served by the 
organization? How does it serve learners? What is the capacity of its staff and learners to 
engage in e-learning? 

 Align the use of digital technology and e-learning with the organization’s culture and values.  

 Implement e-learning in a phased approach respecting the organization’s capacity to plan, fund 
and deliver it. 

 Acknowledge and respect relationships of power. Perceived ‘class’ differences with respect to 
socioeconomic status, literacy skill, and technology ‘savvy’ can shape the learning environment. 
Learners need to feel safe, confident and capable as they negotiate newly established 
relationships. 

 Ensure learners and practitioners feel like they are in control of the implementation (locus of 
control). 

 Support access to digital technology and e-learning delivery for marginalized learner 
populations.  

 Support e-learning infrastructure – agency has a commitment to maintain and upgrade 
technology; learners at distance delivery sites have technology that works and is supported by 
competent technical experts. 

 Design well. Learners don’t object to on-line learning; they object to bad on-line learning94.  A 
good practice is to acknowledge that learners bring transferable digital skills (i.e., smart phone) 
which become a starting point for building new skills and confidence95. 
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 Personal communication, Co-Executive Director, Community Literacy of Ontario 
95

 Personal communication, Manager, Owen Sound in North Grey Union Public Library 
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 Acknowledge and respond to learners’ capacity to engage in e-learning. Learners have varying 
levels of interest, motivation and experience working with digital technology. Their capacity to 
work independently and their level of literacy skills impact on success. 

 Use online ‘shared’ meeting space (i.e., Moodle, Centra, Skype, GoTo Meeting) strategically to 
work with learners who have common needs and others who need individual attention. 

 Encourage learners to develop more skill and confidence with digital technology by using it 
more. 

 Encourage learners to work collaboratively. Research shows that collaborative learning 
promotes stronger gains.  

 Develop instructors. They are a significant influence on how well learners receive online 
learning. They need orientation, training, professional development, appropriate resources, and 
time to develop their skills in online instruction. 

 
Practice: Blended learning, if necessary, but ideally not blended learning  

 Planning to deliver LBS programs through blended learning takes into account learning styles, 
computer skills, and experience with digital technology and online applications. Some participants 
said online courses are difficult to complete. Others noted that hands-on learning is their preferred 
style. If the apprentice does not have the computer skills to work online, then the practitioner and 
learner must decide if it’s worth spending the time to learn new skills. This point becomes even 
more important if their timelines are tight or pressure from employers is the motivation.  

 Provide access to courses to help learners assess and develop their capacity to work online 
(AlphaPlus; ACE - Introduction to Online Learning & Learn to Learn; LearningHUB). 

 If there are several learners working online, try to create a ‘group.’ Working collaboratively can be 
effective. 

 Try to work with the least intrusive form of digital technology or e-learning to reach learners at a 
distance. In many remote areas, high-speed internet service is not available. Work with what the 
learner is comfortable using and what they have easy access to.   

 Support delivery with infrastructure that works and technical assistance that is effective.  
 

Practice: Create an online resource hub for LBS practitioners  

 The Northern Literacy Networks created a website that includes links to resources produced in 
Northern Ontario projects, including Supporting Apprenticeship Completions: Models of Service 
Provision. The website provides an online newsletter. The website could be a vehicle for hosting 
links to apprenticeship resources (e.g., Cambrian College offers an online test preparation course for 
apprentices). 

 
Practice: Encourage apprentices to use digital technology and e-learning applications  

 The population served by LBS programs tends to be older and less experienced with digital and 
online technology; nevertheless, apprentices should be encouraged to build skills with digital 
technology and online learning applications. 

 Digital technology and e-learning is impacting on the trades and trades training. Workers in the 
skilled trades will use digital technology and will increasingly be required to upgrade trades 
knowledge through online training. LBS service providers are well advised to encourage apprentices 
to experience blended delivery and take the first steps to working with digital technology. 
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Professional development 
 
Practice: Provide professional development for literacy service providers based on the Wired World 
workshop, either the full workshop or an abridged version 

 Literacy service providers need to be aware of the full range of blended delivery options in the 
North. Community Literacy Ontario (CLO) delivers a very good workshop – Wired World – which 
presents an inventory of practices outlined in the report, Digital Discoveries: Guide to Promising 
Practices in Online Learning for Adult Literacy Learners.  
 

Practice: Include training to help practitioners develop their ability to integrate Essential Skills into 
practice  

 The occupational profiles for the trades are described from an Essential Skills framework. 

 There is clearly a movement to use Literacy and Essential Skills diagnostic tools to not only 
determine where to place learners in training, but also to establish programs and services that 
support apprenticeship completions.  
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